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II.	218	Principal	Elements	of	Regularity	UI.	Exercises	Accent	Inventory	(Copy	2)	235	Index	241	STUDENT'S	NAME	COURSE	AND	SECTION	DATE	OF	RECORDING	Accent	Inventory	(Copy	1)	To	the	Student	This	"Inventory"	is	to	be	used,	preferably	at	the	very	beginning	of	the	English	course,	so	that	you	may	have	constantly	at	hand	a	diagnosis	of	the
elements	of	foreign	"accant"	in	your	own	individual	speech.	First,	your	voice	will	be	recorded	as	you	read	the	"Diagnostic	Passage"	on	the	next	page.	The	reading	should	be	done	at	normal	speed,	in	a	matter-of-fact	tone,	without	unusual	care	in	pronunciation;	in	other	words,	it	should	sound	as	much	like	natural	conversation	as	possible.	Then	the
instructor	will	listen	to	the	recording	many	times,	and	make	an	analysis,	on	the	following	pages,	of	your	speech	difficulties.	These	pages	will	serve	as	a	guide	to	the	sections	of	the	Manual	that	are	of	most	importance	to	you,	and	show	just	what	phases	of	English	pronunciation	should	be	of	most	concern	to	you.	The	"Inventory"	may	be	used	again	at	the
end	of	the	course	to	measure	the	progress	you	have	made.	SUGGESTED	KEY	TO	CORRECTIONS	Phonetic	symbols	immediately	under	word:	what	you	should	have	said.	Second	line	of	phonetic	symbols	under	word:	mispronunciation	in	your	speech.	'	(')	Over	a	syllable	or	word:	you	left	this	unstressed;	it	should	be	stressed.	over	a	syllable	or	word:	you
stressed	this;	it	should	be	unstressed.	Black	line:	normal	intonation.	Colored	line:	your	inconect	intonation.	i	unnatural	pause	you	made.	lx	x	Accent	Inventory	Diagnostic	Passage	(1)	When	a	student	from	another	country	comes	to	study	in	the	United	States,	he	has	to	find	out	for	himself	the	answers	to	many	questions,	and	he	has	many	problems	to
think	about.	(2)	Where	should	he	live?	(3)	Would	it	be	better	if	he	looked	for	a	private	room	off	campus	or	if	he	stayed	in	a	dormitory?	(4)	Should	he	spend	all	of	his	time	just	studying?	(5)	Shouldn't	he	try	to	take	advantage	of	the	many	activities	which	are	offered?	(6)	social	and	cultural	At	first	it	ls	not	easv	for	him	to	be	casual	in	dress,	informal	in
manner,	and	Accent	lnventory	xt	confident	in	speech.	(7)	Little	by	little	he	learns	what	kind	of	clothing	is	usually	worn	here	to	be	casually	dressed	for	classes.	(8)	He	also	learns	to	choose	the	language	and	customs	that	are	appropriate	for	informal	situations.	(9)	Finally	he	begins	to	feel	sure	of	himself.	(10)	But	let	me	tell	you,	my	friend,	this	long-
awaited	feeling	doesn't	develop	suddenly,	does	it.	(11)	this	takes	will	power.	All	of	Accent	Inventory	xii	Check	List	of	Problems	I.	STRESS	AND	RHYTHM	A.	B.	Stress	on	wrong	syllable	-	Section	of	words	of	more	than	one	syllable.	(See	Lesson	3,	III,	of	manual.)	Misplaced	stress	on	nominal	compounds.	(L.	4,	S.	II.)	II.)	C.	D.	E.	-	Misplaced	stress	on	two-
word	verbs.	(L.	4,	S.	F.	-	Failure	to	blend	well,	to	make	smooth	transitions	between	words	or	syllables.	-	Other	improper	sentence	stress.	(L.	4,	S.	II.)	Improper	division	of	sentences	into	thought	groups.	(L.	l.	2.	_	4'	S'	IV.)	Improper	insertion	of	/a/	to	break	up	difficult	combinations	of	consonants.	(L.	4,	S.	IV;	L.	15,	S.	I.)	Insertion	of	/e/	before	initial	q
followed	by	a	consonant.	s.	(L.	15,	u.)	Unnatural	insertion	of	glottal	stop.	(L.	4,	S.	IV.)	3.	II.	INTONATION	A.	B.	C.	D.	E.	F.	Unnatural	intonation	at	end	of	statements.	G.	H.	-	(L.	5,	S.	il.)	In	wh-questions.	(L.	5,	S.	m.)	In	yes-no	questions.	(L.	6,	S.	I.)	In	series.	(L.	6,	S.	II.)	In	questions	with	two	altematives.	(L.	6,	S.	II.)	In	direct	address.	(L.	6,	S.	il.)	In	tag
questions.	(L.	6,	S.	II.)	In	other	cases.	ilt.	vowEls	A.	-	B.	C.	D.	-	Failure	to	obscure	unstressed	vowels	in	words	of	more	than	one	syllable.	(L.	3,	S.	il.)	Failure	to	obscure	the	vowels	of	unstressed	words.	(L.	4,	S.	II	and	III.)	Failure	to	lengthen	stressed	vowels	before	final	voiced	consonants.	(L.	9,	S.	II.)	Substitution	of	an	improper	vowel	sound.	(L.	2;	ll;	12;
17;18.)	xiii	Accent	lnventory	liyl.	5.	|il.	6.	forleyl.	7.	for	lel.	8.	-	1.	for	2.	3.	-	for	4.	-	for	lnl.	for	lal.	9.	10.	11.	forlcl.	for	/oW.	for	lul	.	13.	for	/uw/.	14.	-	for	lel.	12.	lerl.	-for	15.	16.	for	layl.	laut/	-	for	lcl.	-for	-	for	/yuw/.	.	IV.	CONSONANTS	A.	Substitutions	due	to	improper	voicing.	-	lpl	for	lbl.	1.	2.	3.	4.	-	lU	for	ldl.	lkl	for	lgl.	5.	6.	7.	8.	(L.	8,	S.	I.)	16l	for	/01.	lfl
for	lvl.	lsl	for	lzl.	9.	l{l	10.	ltll	for	li,l.	for	ldLl.	-	Others.	11.	lzl	for	lsl.	l0l	for	16l.	due	to	other	causes,	Substitutions	-	especially	improper	point	of	articulation.	-	B.	-	(L.	10,	S.	I.)	lU	for	lrl.	(L.	10,	S.	I.)	16l	for	ldl.	(L.	13,	S.	II.)	ldl	for	16l.	(L.	13,	S.	II.)	lzl	for	16l.	(L.	13,	S.	II.)	ltl	for	l0l.	(L.	13,	S.	II.)	lsl	for	l0l.	(L.	13,	S.	II.)	ldi:l	for	lyl.	(L.	13,	S.	il.)	tyl	for	ldLl.
(L.	13,	S.	III.)	tLt	for	tdiJ.	(L.	13,	S.	III.)	lil	for	/t5/.	(L.	13,	S.	IV.)	lvl	for	lbl.	(L.	14,	S.	I.)	lbl	for	lvl.	(L.	14,	S.	I.)	lwl	for	lvl.	(L.	14,	S.	I.)	lvl	for	lwl.	(L.	14,	S.	I.)	lvl	for	/hw/.	(L.	14,	S.	I.)	lpl	for	lfl.	(L.	14,	S.	II.)	lhwl	for	lfl.	(L.	14,	S.	II.)	lgl	for	lnl.	(L.	14,	S.	ru.)	lnl	for	lgl.	(L.	14,	S.	m.)	lnl	for	lm/.	(L.	14,	S.	m.)	lrt	for	lU.	-	Others.	xiv	C.	Accent	Inventory
Improper	point	of	articulation,	resulting	in	abnormal	sound	but	not	substitu-	-	tion.	1.	_	2.	_	tdt.	(L.8,	s.	III.)	ttt.	(L.	8,	S.	m.)	3.	hl.	(L.	10,	S.	I.)	4.	Insufficient	aspiration	of	initial	voiceless	consonants.	(L.	9,	S.	I.)	-Others.	D.	E.	-	Excessive	aspiration	of	final	stops	and	voiced	continuants.	(L.	9,	S.	F.	-	Excessive	aspiration	G.	-	Improper	addition	of	a
consonant.	-	l.	m.)	of	"/d/-like"	medial	ltl.	(L.9,	S.	I.)	/sk/	for	lnl.	(L.	14,	S.	m.)	lgwl	for	lwl.	(L.	14,	S.	I.)	/h/	inserted.	(L.	14,	S.	IV.)	2.	3.	4.	-	Others.	or	omission	of	a	consonant.	Slighting	-	H.	-	l.	_	tht.	(L.	14,	s.	rv.)	2.	3.	4.	s.	(L.8,	S.	V.)	tzt.	(L.8,	S.	V.)	tst.	_	_	ttt.	(L.	8,	S.	IV.)	tdt.	(L.	8,	s.	IV.)	6.	-Others.	V.	VOWELS	AND	CONSONANTS	A.	B.	C.	-	Confusion
between	the	three	usual	ways	of	pronouncing	the	-ed	ending.	(L.	8,	S.	IV.)	Confusion	between	the	three	usual	ways	of	pronouncing	the	-s	ending.	8,	S.	V.)	Syllabic	consonants.	l.	2.	D.	(L.	(L.	10,	S.	lll.)	Failure	to	pronounce	the	preceding	consonant	(for	example,	/wunt/	for	-	/wudnt/).	Insertion	of	/e/	(for	example,	/wudenV	for	/wudnt/).	-	Failure	to	insert
/a/	between	a	front	vowel	and	lU	or	lrl	.	VI.	GENERAL	COMMENTS	(L.	10,	S.	II.)	Introduction:	to	the	Teocher	l.	Differences	in	the	Fourth	Edition	This	new	edition	of	the	Manual	of	American	English	Pronunciation	differs	substantially	from	its	three	predecessors,	published	respectively	in	1951,	1957,	and	1972.	The	most	obvious	change	is	the	addition
of	two	new	lessons,	numbered	7	and	16.	The	total	number	of	lessons	has	thus	been	increased	from	16	to	18.	The	new	lrsson	7,	entitled	"More	about	Intonation,"	is	now	the	culmination	of	a	sequence	of	five	lessons	that	deal	with	the	so-called	"suprasegmental"	features	of	spoken	English	which	determine	its	rhythm	and	intonation.	Lesson	7	permits
treating	several	useful	intonation	patterns	that	were	not	discussed	in	earlier	editions.	It	also	provides	room	for	a	systematic	inventory	of	patterns	and	a	diagnostic	passage	for	identifying	the	intonation	problems	of	individual	students.	Lesson	16,	"The	Sandhi	of	Spoken	English,"	ensures	more	adequate	phonetic	modifications	that	take	place	especially
in	informal	treatment	of	the	types	of	connected	speech.	The	two	new	lessons	add	up	to	a	considerable	shift	in	emphasis	away	from	work	on	individual	sounds	and	toward	greater	attention	to	the	whole	stream	of	speech.	Years	of	experience	in	teaching	pronunciation	have	led	the	authors	to	a	deepening	conviction	that	a	diet	made	up	principally	xvl
Introduction	of	drill	on	minimal	pairs	of	isolated	words	is	not	the	best	treatment	for	helping	advanced	students-the	kind	for	whom	the	manual	is	primarily	intended-to	make	their	speech	more	widely	intelligible.	In	other	lessons	new	sections	and/or	exercises	have	been	added	to	deal	with	topics	that	had	somehow	been	slighted	or	overlooked	in	earlier
editions.	These	include	words	ending	in	-ate,	whose	pronunciation	may	vary	depending	on	whether	they	are	used	as	adjectives,	nouns,	or	verbs	(Lesson	3-III-4);	"echo	questions"	(6-D);	focus	of	meaning	in	questions	and	statements	(7-I);	adverbs	ending	in	-edly	(S-IV,	8-F-2);	substitutions	for	/f/	(14-II,	14-D);	phonotactic	rules	governing	the	positions	in
which	consonants	can	be	used	(15-D;	types	of	regularity	in	the	spelling	of	sounds	(18-I);	and	so	on.	In	other	places	the	descriptions	of	sound	production	have	been	rewritten	so	as	to	update	the	theory	on	which	they	were	based	and	to	provide	better	practical	advice	regarding	articulatory	problems.	Several	figures	have	been	redrawn	in	order	to	achieve
greater	accuracy	and	clearer	detail.	The	authors	have	tried	to	eradicate	traces	of	sexist	attitudes	wherever	they	were	detected,	and	a	definite	attempt	has	been	made	to	include	female	and	male	references	in	a	nonsexist	fashion	in	the	exercises.	The	most	significant	kind	of	change	in	the	new	edition,	however,	is	the	result	of	the	effort	we	have	made	in
various	lessons	to	introduce	more	use	of	language	for	real	communicative	purposes	in	the	learning	activities	suggested	for	students	to	carry	out.	The	authors	have	always	shared	the	belief	among	teachers	that	languages	cannot	really	be	learned	unless	they	are	used	for	purposes	of	communication.	Without	communicative	intent,	pronunciation	is	not
true	speech;	it	is	no	more	than	the	manipulation	of	linguistic	forms.	We	believe	that	the	basic	process	whereby	one	learns	to	pronounce	English,	or	any	other	language,	is	by	imitating	the	pronunciation	of	those	who	speak	the	language	natively	(see	Lesson	l,	Section	I,	first	sentence	of	all	editions).	Direct	imitation	is	most	effective,	but	circumstances
often	make	secondhand,	indirect	imitation	necessary.	And	the	imitation	is	also	most	effective	if	it	takes	place	under	conditions	that	approach	as	nearly	as	possible	those	of	normal	communication.	Analyzing	how	sounds	are	produced	is	helpful	but	not	basic.	We	therefore	conceive	of	learning	to	pronounce	as	a	process	that	is	normally	achieved	in	three
steps:	l.	Learning	to	hear	and	identify	a	sound	or	sound	contrast	when	a	native	2.	speaker	produces	it;	Learning	to	produce	it	when	the	learner's	attention	is	focused	on	pro-	nunciation;	3.	Mastering	it	to	the	point	of	automatic	production	when	attention	is	focused	on	meaning	(our	ad-hoc	definition	of	communication).	Under	some	circumstances	these
three	steps	can	no	doubt	be	taken	in	quick	lntroduction	xvii	succession,	or	even	simultaneously.	There	is	evidence	that,	in	some	cases,	step	two	may	precede	step	one.	But	there	are	advantages,	when	planning	a	course	or	writing	a	textbook,	in	thinking	of	them	as	taking	place	independently	and	in	the	order	listed	above.	Pronunciation	exercises	can	be
classified	into	three	groups	according	to	the	three	steps.	An	example	of	a	step-one	exercise	would	be	listening	to	minimal	pairs	of	words	pronounced	by	the	teacher	and	stating	whether	the	word	with	a	given	meaning	came	first	or	second.	Making	as	clear	a	distinction	as	possible	between	the	italicized	words	in	a	sentence	such	as	"He	slid	on	the	sled"
would	be	a	step-two	exericise.	A	step-three	exercise,	involving	the	pro-	of	ldLl	for	example,	could	be	to	read	a	discussion	of	jogging	nLigi1l	and	then	answer	the	teacher's	questions	on	the	subject.	(There	is	such	an	exercise	in	Lesson	l3-I.)	The	authors	have	become	increasingly	convinced	that	more	attention	should	be	paid	to	the	third	step	in	teaching
pronunciation.	Yet	it	is	the	step	that	nunciation	has	been	largely	ignored	in	typical	pronunciation	classes	and	that	is	absent	from	most	existing	materials	for	teaching	pronunciation.	How	can	we	know	that	we	have	really	helped	our	students	improve	their	pronunciation	unless	we	create	frequent	opportunities	to	hear	how	they	pronounce	when	they	are
un-self-consciously	communicating?	In	the	earlier	versions	of	this	manual	some	step-three	activities	were	included	at	the	end	of	the	exercise	section	of	most	lessons.	But	one	of	our	major	preoccupations	in	preparing	this	new	edition	has	been	to	increase	the	number	of	such	communicative	activities.	We	have	added	short	dialogues	that	can	be	used	in
real-life	situations,	that	have	significant	content,	and	that	can	be	used	as	a	basis	for	improvisation.	Discussion	questions	and	discovery	procedures	have	been	suggested,	which	should	lead	to	substantial	exchanges	of	ideas	on	appropriate	topics.	We	have	inserted	poetry,	limericks,	jokes,	and	riddles	where	we	judged	they	could	be	made	relevant	and
useful.	Contests	and	games	have	been	included	as	conversational	and	motivational	devices.	An	innovation	about	whose	possibilities	we	zre	particularly	enthusiastic	is	the	use	of	small-group	activities	that	provide	opportunities	for	pronunciation.	Because	a	student	in	one	small	group	can	speak	to	the	other	members	of	that	group	at	the	same	time	as
members	of	other	groups	speak	to	one	another,	the	total	opportunity	for	speaking	communicatively	in	an	environment	favorable	to	good	pronunciation	is	greatly	increased.	The	possibilities	for	small-group	activities	are	pointed	out	in	a	number	of	places	in	the	new	edition.	In	other	words,	we	have	done	what	we	could	to	enrich	the	general,	nonlinguistic
subject	matter	of	the	material	which	could	give	rise	to	un-self-conscious	communication.	And	we	have	tried	to	do	this	without	slighting	the	linguistic	information	and	systematic	drill	that	have	always	been	the	core	of	the	manual.	xviii	ll.	Introduction	How	the	Manual	ls	Put	Together	This	book	is	definitely	not	for	beginners.	Though	an	effort	has	been
made	to	keep	the	English	in	which	it	is	written	as	simple	as	possible,	much	of	the	subject	matter	is	technical	and	requires	the	use	of	exact	terminology.	The	manual	focuses	on	only	one	aspect	of	English,	its	pronunciation,	and	treats	that	topic	in	considerably	more	detail	than	would	be	appropriate	for	students	who	do	not	already	have	a	considerable
command	of	the	language.	As	has	already	been	pointed	out,	it	was	prepared	with	the	needs	of	advanced	nonnative	speakers	of	English	in	mind:	to	learn	new	speech	rhythms	and	intonation	pattems,	to	acquire	a	more	natural	and	less	bookish	delivery,	to	strengthen	the	habit	of	weakening	unstressed	vowels,	to	concentrate	on	sounds	that	are	not
thoroughly	familiar,	and	the	like.	At	a	number	of	American	universities	it	has	also	proven	useful	in	courses	designed	to	introduce	native-English-speaking	future	teachers	to	the	phonological	system	of	American	English	and	to	methods	of	teaching	pronunciation.	The	manual	is	based	on	the	kind	of	American	English	that	can	be	heard,	with	some
variation,	from	Ohio	through	the	Middle	West	and	on	to	the	pacific	Coast.	Living	as	they	do	in	the	region	where	the	process	of	dialect	mixing	has	gone	furthest	and	where	the	language	has	achieved	most	uniformity,	the	people	who	speak	this	language	undoubtedly	constitute	the	present	linguistic	center	of	gravity	of	the	English-speaking	world,r	both
because	of	their	numbers	and	their	economic	and	cultural	weight.	The	original	author	of	the	book	was	born	in	Georgia	but	has	spent	most	of	his	adult	life	in	california.	The	second	author	has	lived	mostly	in	the	Middle	West.	In	order	to	avoid,	in	so	far	as	possible,	introducing	our	own	favorite	idiosyncrasies	of	speech	into	the	text,	we	have	agreed	to
accept	Kenyon	and	Knott's	A	Pronouncing	Dictionary	of	American	English	(G.	and	C.	Merriam	Co.,	1953)	as	our	authority	for	the	pronunciation	of	individual	words.	We	feel	that	it	represents	more	closely	than	any	other	dictionary	the	type	of	speech,	identified	in	the	preceding	paragraph,	which	used	to	be	called	General	American	English.	We	do	not
accept,	then,	the	oft-repeated	clich6	that	a	teacher	can	teach	only	his	or	her	variety	of	English.	While	it	may	be	true	that	most	of	us	have	to	use	the	variety	we	are	most	familiar	with	when	setting	an	oral	model	for	our	'As	indicated	by	its	title,	this	manual	deals	primarily	with	American	English.	Readers	should	therefore	understand	that,	when	the
authors	speak	of	"English"	without	modification,	we	are	refening	primarily	to	the	most	general	American	variety.	When	there	has	been	a	need	for	greater	precision,	we	have	used	more	specific	terms	such	as	"American	English,"	"British	English,"	"both	American	and	British	English,"	or	"the	English-speaking	world"	as	above.	lntroduction	xix	students
to	imitate,	a	partial	solution	to	that	problem	can	be	found	through	the	use	of	recorded	tapes	that	provide	a	more	widely	standardized	pronunciation.	We	can	also	use	phonetic	transcriptions	and	physiological	descriptions	that	represent	the	most	widely	standardized	form	of	English.	The	authors	would	even	suggest	that	professionally	minded	teachers
might	do,	as	we	ourselves	have	tried	to	do	over	the	years:	that	is,	to	learn	how	to	avoid	on	appropriate	occasions	such	features	of	regional	dialect	as	we	can	identify	in	our	own	speech.	we	do	our	students	no	favor	by	flaunting	in	class	the	regionalisms-be	they	regionalisms	of	pronunciation	or	of	grammar-that	lin_	ger	on	in	the	speech	of	most	of	us.	And
a	high	degree	of	standardization	is	desirable	and	a	source	of	strength	for	any	language	in	this	day	of	almost	instantaneous	worldwide	communication.	we	particularly	recommend	the	use	of	tapes	to	provide	a	model	when	Lesson	16,	dealing	with	the	phonetic	modifications	that	occur	especially	in	informal	types	of	connected	speech,	is	being	taught.
Supplementary	tapes	of	practice	materials	have	been	prepared	especially	for	this	text.	If	teachers	have	not	had	formal	training	in	phonetics,	they	may	encounter	considerable	difficulty	in	recognizing	and	identifying	the	sandhi	in	their	own	speech.	Since	many	of	the	difficulties	nonnative	speakers	of	English	experience	in	pronouncing	the	language
result	from	the	interference	of	the	speech	habits	they	have	internalized	in	using	their	mother	tongue,	it	would	have	been	advantageous	to	be	able	to	organize	the	manual	around	a	contrastive	analysis	of	English	and	one	other	language.	Because	of	the	many	diverse	language	backgrounds	of	our	foreign	sfudents	at	American	universities,	however,	it	was
not	feasible	to	do	this.	Convinced	that	there	are	large	categories	of	speech	difficulties	that	all	or	most	of	our	students	have	in	common,	we	used	a	statistical	approach	to	this	problem.	Our	first	task	was	to	discover	as	accurately	and	objectively	as	we	could	what	these	areas	of	common	weakness	were.	A	check	list	of	categories	was	set	up	in	accordance
with	the	phonetic	systems	of	several	languages	that	have	been	described	by	linguists	and	that	were	more	or	less	known	to	us.	we	included,	insofar	as	we	could,	all	previously	noted	departures	from	the	norms	of	the	conversational	pronunciation	of	educated	native	speakers	of	American	English.	we	then	recorded	the	speech,	and	analyzed	and	counted
the	"errors"	of	students	at	ucLA	for	three	years.	The	result	was	a	sort	of	frequency	count	of	the	pronunciation	difficulties	of	a	group	of	several	thousand	typical	students	from	abroad.	The	manual	was	built	around	this	count.	The	largest	linguistic	groups	among	the	students	whose	speech	we	analyzed	were	speakers	of	Spanish,	Mandarin	Chinese,
Iranian,	Arabic,	German,	French,	and	the	Scandinavian	languages,	in	that	order.	But	there	were	representatives	from	all	the	major	language	areas	of	the	globe.	we	believe	we	have	thus	avoided	two	undesirable	extremes;	(l)	a	text	organized	solely	in	accordance	with	the	subjective	intuition	of	the	authors.	and	lntroduction	(2)	one	that	logically	and	with
equal	emphasis	treats	all	the	elements	of	the	English	sound	system	without	taking	into	consideration	the	special	needs	of	the	student	grouP.	As	the	results	of	the	frequency	count	became	available,	our	next	concern	was	to	determine	the	order	in	which	the	various	types	of	speech	difficulty	found	to	be	prevalent	in	our	mixed	classes	should	be	dealt
with,	and	the	relative	amount	of	attention	that	should	be	devoted	to	each	type.	Our	aim	was	to	make	the	students'	speech	as	completely	intelligible	as	possible.	Could	this	be	best	achieved	by	treating	first	and	in	most	detail	those	difficulties	which	the	count	showed	to	be	most	common,	by	an	arrangement	based	on	simple	numerical	frequency?	Or	were
there	certain	kinds	of	difficulty	that	were	more	serious	than	others,	that	affected	intelligibility	to	a	greater	extent,	and	that	consequently	must	be	given	greater	emPhasis?	We	examined	with	considerable	care	the	widely	accepted	assumption	that	.,errors"	involving	the	substitution	of	one	phoneme2	for	another-pronouncing	that	as	/0ret/	rather	than
lilrltl	,	ot	bit	as	/biyt/	instead	of	/blV-are	necessarily	those	which	most	affect	intelligibility,	and	are	consequently	those	which	rmrst	always	be	attacked	first.	As	we	gained	experience,	we	were	more	and	more	forced	to	the	conclusion	that,	while	this	theory	might	have	some	validity	with	reference	to	beginning	students,	it	was	of	little	value	as	a	guide	in
our	advanced	classes.	Our	count	revealed	that	the	substitution	of	one	phoneme	for	another	was	relatively	infrequent	in	the	speech	of	our	students.	only	a	few	such	sub-	stitutions-/iyl	for	ltl	,	ltl	for	liyl	,	ltl	for	lowl,	lal	for	lcl	,	/s/	for	lzl	,	ltl	for	ldl	,	ldt	for	16l	,	and	so	on-accounted	for	the	great	majority	of	cases.	Most	others,	while	theoretically	possible	or
even	likely,	were	actually	quite	uncommon	and	certainly	could	not	be	regarded	as	problems	of	major	importance.	We	found	our	students	having	little	trouble	with	/m/	or	the	diphthongs	layl	,	lawl,	and	lryl.	We	were	also	impressed	by	the	fact	that	in	almost	all	cases	of	phonemic	substitution,	even	in	those	where	the	mispronunciation	should	have
resulted	in	giving	the	word	a	different	meaning-bit	as	lbiytl	(beat)	instead	of	/blt/-the	context	made	the	intended	meaning	quite	clear.	In	other	words,	the	substitution	seldom	seemed	to	result	in	a	misunderstanding.	This	impression	was	strengthened	by	the	extreme	difficulty	we	experienced	in	preparing	drills	made	up	of	sentences	in	which	either	word
of	a	minimal	pair-made,	mate;	time,	dime;	save,	safe-would	be	equally	appropriate.	Our	students	appeared	simply	to	fail	which	may	be	the	sole	feature	whereby	one	word	is	distinguished	in	meaning	from	time	ltayml	and	dime	ldaymt	are	alike	except	for	their	initial	sounds;	thereexample,	for	another:	fore	/t/	and	/d/	are	phonemes	in	English.	2Sound
lntroduction	xxa	to	understand	a	word	much	more	often	than	they	mistook	it	for	some	other	word.	We	did	not	understand	them	a	great	deal	more	frequently	than	we	misunderstood	them.	On	the	other	hand,	certain	nonphonemic	"errors"	proved	in	practice	to	be	serious	barriers	to	intelligibility,	and	were	shown	by	our	count	to	be	extremely	common.
An	Italian	student	had	great	difficulty	in	making	himself	understood	of	his	tendency	to	pronounce	all	final	stops	with	a	strong	"finishing	sound."	For	him	and	many	others,	the	improper	release	and	aspiration	of	stops	because	was	obviously	a	much	more	important	problem	than	the	substitution	of,	say,	l5l	for	lLl.	We	found	that	a	knowledge	of	voicing
alone	did	not	enable	our	students	to	make	a	clear	distinction	between	words	like	plays	lpleyVl	and	place	/pleyq/.	Better	results	were	obtained	when	we	also	pointed	out	and	drilled	the	so-called	secondary	differences	between	leyzl	and	/eys/:	vowel	length	and	consonant	release.	These	latter	are	not	usually	classified	among	the	phonemic	qualities	of
English	sounds.	The	senior	author	was	at	one	time	struck	by	two	very	fine	examples	of	how	nonphonemic	differences	in	sounds	may	even	cause	misunderstanding.	With	another	American	professor	and	several	Filipino	educational	officials	he	was	traveling	by	car	near	Manila	to	visit	a	school	in	the	village	of	Polo,	province	of	Bula\an.	The	other
American	asked	one	of	the	officials	to	repeat	the	name	of	our	destination,	and	understood	the	answer	to	be	Bolo,	Bulahan.	In	Pilipino,	the	native	language	of	this	particular	Filipino,	lpl	and	lbl,	lkl	and	lhl	all	exist	as	separate	phonemes.	lnitial	lpl	is	unaspirated	as	well	as	unvoiced.	In	English,	on	the	other	hand,	initial	/p/	is	strongly	aspirated,	and	initial
/b/	is	not	aspirated	though	it	is	voiced.	The	American,	listening	to	a	sentence	in	which	the	context	gave	him	no	clue,	mistook	the	Filipino's	unaspirated	lpl	for	a	lbl	.	We	have	traditionally	regarded	voicing	or	the	lack	of	it	as	the	feature	that	distinguishes	the	phoneme	lpl	from	the	phoneme	/b/.	But	in	this	case	aspiration	was	certainly	the	distinctive
characteristic.	The	official	had	pronounced	Bulakan	with	a	perfectly	normal	Pilipino	/k/,	formed	far	back	in	the	throat	and	with	a	very	incomplete	closure.	In	English	this	/k/	would	have	been	made	farther	toward	the	front	of	the	mouth	and	with	a	strong	closure.	Though	these	latter	qualities	are	not	usually	thought	of	as	essential	to	the	lkl	-phoneme,
their	absence	clearly	made	the	American	mistake	lkl	for	lhl	.	When	an	individual	begins	the	study	of	a	foreign	language,	the	new	phonemes	are	often	immediately	obvious	to	him,	and	he	therefore	tends	to	leam	them	rather	quickly.	The	American	who	takes	up	Pilipino	cannot	fail	to	become	aware	of	the	glottal	stop	/'/	that	distinguishes	a	word	llke	bai
ltita'l	lctritO;	from	bata	/bata/	(dressing	gown).	He	will	also,	of	necessity,	learn	very	soon	to	use	the	phoneme	lgl	at	the	beginning	of	a	word,	as	in	ngalan	5ilant	(name),	xxtl	lntroduction	it	does	not	occur	in	English.	But	he	may	never	notice	or	reproduce	certain	other	features	of	the	new	sound	system,	such	as	the	incomplete	closure	of	/k/	or	the	lack	of
aspiration	of	initial	/p/,	unless	these	are	pointed	out	to	him.	These	latter	are	not	obvious,	though	they	may	profoundly	affect	the	ability	of	native	speakers	to	understand	the	American's	Pilipino.	We	believe	that	any	pronunciation	text	which	devotes	its	attention	almost	exclusively	to	phonemic	differences	concentrates	on	what	is	most	obvious	and	where
most	easily	acquired	through	simple	imitation.	It	neglects	precisely	those	phases	of	the	phonetics	of	the	language	in	which	imitation	is	most	likely	to	fail,	and	analytical	knowledge	and	systematic	drill	are	of	greatest	value.	Our	own	solution	has	been	to	regard	unintelligibility	not	as	the	result	of	phonemic	substitution,	but	as	the	cumulative	effect	of
many	little	departures	from	the	phonetic	norms	of	the	language.	A	great	many	of	these	departures	may	be	phonemic;	many	others	are	not.	Under	certain	circumstances,	any	abnormality	of	speech	can	contribute	to	unintelligibility.	The	fact	that	any	phonetic	abnormality	can	contribute	to	unintelligibility	does	not	mean	that	all	departures	from	the	norm
should	be	treated	as	though	they	were	of	equal	importance.	We	have	adopted	an	order	of	arrangement	based	primarily	on	simple	numerical	frequency,	considering	first	and	at	greatest	length	those	difficulties	most	prevalent	in	our	classes.	It	was	necessary	at	times,	of	course,	to	modify	this	arrangement,	in	the	interests	of	logic	and	good	pedagogy,	by
grouping	similar	problems	together.	We	also	considered	that	an	"error"	that	involved	an	entire	sentence,	such	as	a	faulty	intonation	pattem,	was	obviously	of	more	importance	than	one	that	affected	only	a	single	sound.	Problems	such	as	improper	voicing,	aspiration,	and	vowel	length,	which	recur	in	connection	with	a	series	of	different	consonants	or
vowels,	we	have	treated	as	a	whole	rather	than	as	matters	to	be	taken	up	over	and	over	again	in	connection	with	each	individual	sound.	In	other	words,	we	felt	that	the	substitution	of	lkl	for	its	voiced	counterpart	lgl	ina	word	like	big	lbtgl	reflected	not	so	much	an	imperfect	control	of	these	two	sounds	as	it	did	a	general	inability	to	voice	final
consonants.	We	noted	that	students	who	substituted	/bl!/	for	big	/bIg/	also	almost	invariably	substituted	/ey$/	for	age	leydi:/	and	/tq/	for	is	lt7l.	We	consequently	did	not	prepare	a	separate	section	and	drills	on	lkl	and	lgl	,	but	included	these	sounds	in	a	lesson	on	voicing.	For	the	same	reason	we	did	not	attempt	to	drill	all	difficult	consonant	clusters
separately,	but	freated	the	problem	they	represent	in	a	general	lesson	on	consonant	clusters	and	combinations.	In	a	sense,	then,	our	approach	has	been	synthetic	rather	than	analytical.	In	its	final	form	the	manual	has	a	cyclic	arrangement.	After	an	initial	lesson	that	introduces	the	student	to	the	phonetic	symbols,	it	proceeds	at	once	to	the	problem	of
the	weakening	of	unstressed	vowels,	explaining	only	enough	about	vowel	classification	to	make	clear	the	significance	of	weakening	and	the	lntroduction	xxiii	identity	of	the	vowel	sounds.	It	then	moves	on	to	the	closely	related	and	crucially	important	subject	of	rhythm	and	stress	in	words	and	sentences.	The	elements	of	intonation	and	the	connection
between	intonation	patterns	and	stress	are	next	treated	in	three	lessons.	Until	some	control	of	rhythm	and	intonation	has	been	achieved,	drills	involving	connected	discourse	may	do	more	harm	than	good,	and	it	is	futile	to	hope	to	achieve	mastery	of	the	individual	sounds	that	make	up	the	larger	patterns.	If	the	pattern	is	wrong,	the	sounds	cannot	be
entirely	correct.	If	the	pattern	is	right,	correct	sounds	are	much	easier	to	produce.	In	Lessons	8	and	9	the	principles	of	consonant	classification,	voicing,	and	aspiration	are	explained	and	applied,	with	particular	emphasis	on	the	pronunciation	of	the	endings	-s	and	-ed.	The	effect	of	an	initial	or	final	position	on	articulation	is	underscored.	Lesson	10
deals	with	the	liquids	lll	and	lrl	and	their	influence	on	preceding	vowel	sounds,	and	also	with	the	group	of	syllabic	consonants.	Attention	is	then	shifted	back	to	vowels.	Detailed	analyses	of	the	formation	of	the	individual	sounds	are	given,	and	the	problem	of	stressed	vowel	substitutions	is	attacked.	Lessons	l3	and	l4	deal	with	prevalent	consonant
substitutions	that	are	the	effect,	not	of	improper	voicing	or	aspiration,	but	of	a	formation	of	the	individual	sounds	that	is	abnormal	in	some	other	respect.	Lesson	15	attacks	the	problems	produced	by	clusters	of	consonants	in	both	initial	and	final	position	as	well	as	those	produced	medially	in	words	and	phrases.	Mention	has	already	been	made	of	the
new	Lesson	16,	which	deals	with	the	ways	in	which	various	linguistic	environments	lead	to	changes	in	the	pronunciation	of	words	during	more	or	less	informal	oral	communication.	The	two	final	lessons	of	the	manual	concern	the	way	English	vowel	sounds	are	represented	in	spelling.	These	lessons	are	intended	to	help	students	to	internalize	the
systematic	elements	in	English	spelling	as	they	relate	to	pronun-	ciation,	and	to	recognize	cases	in	which	vowels	are	irregularly	spelled.	lll.	Use	of	the	Manual	since	the	students	using	the	manual	will	presumably	be	familiar	already	with	the	normal	spelling	of	common	English	words,	we	saw	no	advantage	in	writing	all	exercises	in	phonetic	symbols	in
an	attempt	to	protect	users	of	the	book	from	possible	mispronunciations	arising	from	the	inconsistencies	of	English	spelling.	That	problem	needs	to	be	attacked	in	other	ways.	A	great	deal	of	transcribed	material	has	nevertheless	been	included,	especially	in	the	earlier	lessons.	The	purpose	of	these	transcriptions	is	to	facilitate	the	breaking	up	of
existing	faulty	speech	habits	by	providing	a	new	type	of	visual	stimulus,	thus	lntroduction	xxlv	making	it	possible	for	the	students'	analytical	faculties	to	intervene	more	effectively	in	the	formation	of	sounds	and	patterns	of	sounds.	This	effect	is	best	achieved	while	they	are	first	becoming	familiar	with	the	symbols,	and	the	law	of	diminishing	returns
appears	to	make	itself	felt	soon	thereafter.	Toward	the	end	of	the	text	special	symbols	and	markings	are	used	more	and	more	sparingly,	and	the	transition	is	thus	made	back	to	normal	orthography,	to	the	language	situation	in	which	the	student	has	been	finding	himself	all	along	in	his	other	classes	and	in	which	he	will	continue	to	use	English'	It	was
never	intended	that	the	manual	should	teach	students	to	make	phonetic	transcriptions	and	to	mark	intonation	themselves.	All	that	is	aimed	at	is	an	ability	to	read	symbols	and	to	follow	intonation	lines.	It	is	true	that	in	several	cases	the	class	is	asked	to	transcribe	and	mark	the	intonation	patterns	of	a	few	carefully	chosen	sentences.	The	purpose	of
these	exercises,	however,	is	merely	to	achieve	passive	recognition	more	rapidly	by	means	of	a	little	active	experience.	The	instructor	is	strongly	warned	against	making	the	ability	to	write	in	phonetic	symbols	an	end	in	itself'	The	phonetic	symbols	we	finally	decided	upon	as	those	best	suited	to	our	purposes	can	most	accurately	be	described	as	an
eclectic	and	pedagogical	system	of	transcription.	It	is	eclectic	because	the	symbols	have	been	borrowed	from	a	number	of	different	sources	representing	different	analyses	of	the	phon-	Trager	and	Henry	L.	Smith	we	got	the	diphthongal	symbols	for	the	stressed	vowels	in	beat	lbiytl	,	bait	lbeytl	,	boat	/bowt/,	and	boot	/buwt/	as	well-as	the	diacritically
marked	symbols	for	the	consonants	in	ship	lltpl	,	vision	lvi?enl	,	child	ltlayldl	,	and	judge	ldLedLl	.	From	Charles	C.	Fries	and	Kenneth	L.	Pike	came	the	idea	of	using	the	single	symbol	/a/	to	represent	the	four	somewhat	different	vowel	sounds	in	but	lbg.tl	(stressed),	sofa	h6wfgl	(unstressed),	bird	lbgrd/	(stressed	before	/r/),	andfather	ology	of	English.
From	George	tti}prt	lll	or	L.	(unstressed	before	/r/).	And	the	idea	for	transcribing	front	vowels	before	lrl	as	centering	diphthongs-/eel	lfplll	,	here	lhprl	,	sale	lseall	,	there	pal	/paal/-was	suggested	to	us	by	the	transcriptions	used	in	some	of	these	environments	by	British	phoneticians	such	as	Daniel	Jones'	Our	system	is	pedagogical	because,	in	every
case,	the	final	choice	of	symbols	was	based	on	the	practical	advantages	and/or	disadvantages	of	using	those	l6p.rl,	and	symbols	in	the	classroom	to	help	nonnative	speakers	pronounce	English	better.	Thus	we	decided	to	use	a	single	symbol	for	the	four	slightly	different	/a/-like	sounds,	as	mentioned	in	the	preceding	paragraph,	in	order	to	spare
students	the	work	of	learning	three	extra	symbols	that	seemed	to	have	little	practical	effect	on	their	pronunciation.	On	the	other	hand,	the	extra	combinations	of	symbols	for	representing	centering	diphthongs	seemed	justified	because	of	the	success	we	have	had	using	them	in	the	classroom	as	a	graphic	means	of	representing	the	special	quality	a
front	vowel	has	when	it	stands	before	lll	or	hl	.	Our	ex-	lntroduction	xxv	perience	has	shown	that	the	transcription	of	will	as	/wtel/	and	bell	as	/beel/	is	a	very	definite	aid	in	combatting	the	tendency	of	many	students	to	pronounce	such	words	with	a	pure	vowel	sound	and	with	the	tongue	held	unnaturally	high.	There	were	also	sound	pedagogical	reasons
for	our	decision	to	use	/I/	to	represent	the	pronunciation	of	an	unstressed	y	in	final	position,	as	in	party	tpirtlt	.	Actually,	the	pronunciation	of	this	sound	seems	to	vary,	dialectally	and	idiosyncratically,	between	ltl	and	/iyl	in	many	parts	of	the	United	States.	There	may	be	an	increasing	tendency	to	pronounce	it	as	liyl	,	particularly	in	singing.	In	recent
decades	many	American	phoneticians	have	begun	representing	this	sound	as	liyl	or	the	equivalent.	But	the	Kenyon	and	Knott	dictionary	represents	it	as	ltl	.	as	do	a	number	of	other	American	dictionaries	and-so	far	as	we	can	discover-as	do	all	non-American	dictionaries	of	English.	We	have	chosen	to	use	/r/	rather	than	trying	to	teach	our	students	that
a	large	group	of	unstressed	vowels	are	pronounced	with	the	diphthongal	sound	of	liyl	,	whose	symbol	strongly	suggests	a	stressed	vowel.	You	will	remember	that	one	of	the	greatest	problems	of	our	students	is	to	learn	how	to	obscure	unstressed	vowels.	It	is	nearly	impossible	to	get	most	of	them	to	pronounce	an	liyl	that	really	sounds	unstressed.
Whenever	possible,	the	exercises	provided	at	the	end	of	each	lesson	are	made	up	of	entire	sentences	and	even	connected	paragraphs	rather	than	individual	words.	In	writing	the	exercises	we	have	often	referred	to	English	frequency	counts	in	order	to	make	sure	that	we	were	using	the	most	widely	understood	words	that	would	fit	the	context.	The
subject	matter	of	the	exercises	has	been	drawn	largely	from	the	everyday-life	situations	most	familiar	to	students.	There	are	no	special	review	lessons,	but	every	lesson	contains	review	exercises;	great	care	has	been	taken	to	ensure	the	recall	of	important	principles	at	spaced	intervals.	Even	so,	we	recognize	that	any	course	in	the	pronunciation	of
English	that	asked	of	its	students	no	more	than	the	completion	of	the	work	prescribed	in	the	pages	of	this	manual	would	be	woefully	incomplete.	Analytical	explanations	and	controlled	drills,	interspersed	with	communicative	activities	as	in	this	new	edition,	are	certainly	a	useful	part	of	learning	to	pronounce	a	new	language;	there	seems	to	be	no	more
effective	way	to	break	up	deeply	ingrained	habits	of	faulty	speech	and	initiate	the	formation	of	new	habits.	However,	as	has	been	pointed	out,	the	fundamental	way	of	acquiring	a	better	pronunciation	or	improving	any	other	skill	is	by	practicing	that	skill,	by	pronouncing.	There	is	no	substitute	for	very	extensive,	well-motivated,	and	well-intentioned
use	of	the	language	in	a	natural	communicative	situation.	No	textbook	can	completely	supply	that	need,	and	a	single	course	seldom	lasts	long	enough	to	develop	the	skill	of	pronunciation	as	fully	as	one	could	hope	for.	In	learning	a	new	language	a	speaker	usually	internalizes	its	relatively	xxvl	lntroduction	restricted	phonological	system	at	an	earlier
stage	than	its	much	more	extensive	grammatical	and	lexical	systems.	This	means	that	the	choices	involved	in	pronouncing	the	language	are	made	largely	below	our	level	of	awareness,	as	part	of	firmly	established	habits.	On	the	other	hand,	we	are	more	often	aware	of	the	grammatical	and	lexical	choices	we	make	as	we	speak,	and	have	a	considerable
degree	of	voluntary	control	over	them.	It	thus	requires	a	longer	time	for	us	to	change	our	pronunciation	than	it	does	for	us	to	correct	our	faulty	grammar	or	improve	our	choice	of	words;	the	improvement	of	pronunciation	generally	requires	first	becoming	aware	of	automatic	habits	so	that	they	can	be	broken	and	new	habits	can	be	established.
Teachers	should	therefore	not	be	discouraged	if	the	practical	effects	of	a	phonetics	course-or	the	results	of	working	through	a	pronunciation	manualseem	to	be	slow	in	coming.	In	fact	much	of	the	improvement	may	not	become	evident	until	some	time	after	the	course	has	ended.	Teachers	should	make	every	effort	to	provide	their	students	with	ways	to
continue	after	the	end	of	the	course	the	process	of	becoming-aware-of-habit/	breaking-it/	establishing-new-habit.	The	principal	immediate	benefit	of	the	course	for	some	students	may	not	go	beyond	learning	what	their	problems	are	and	how	to	go	about	solving	them.	But	that	is	at	least	the	first	step	in	a	process	that	can	be	pushed	through	to
completion	in	due	time	if	a	student	has	the	will	to	do	so	and	knows	how	to	go	about	it.	It	is	encouraging	to	remember	that	there	are	advantages	as	well	as	disadvantages	in	the	fact	that	phonology	is	a	quite	restricted	system.	Just	a	few	small	in	one's	pronunication-for	example,	producing	an	authentic	American	retroflex	1,	or	saying	o/	in	its	normal
reduced	form	/ev/-can	result	in	a	large	improvement	in	the	over-all	impression	made	by	a	person's	speech.	We	therefore	hope	the	instructor	will	supplement	in	various	ways	the	exercises	carried	out	in	the	class.	Students	should	be	encouraged	to	carry	on,	changes	outside	of	class,	the	oral	reading	suggested	at	the	end	of	most	lessons,	and	they	should
be	given	additional	suggestions	that	even	more	such	reading	be	done.	Better	integration	will	be	secured	if	the	materials	read	are	those	used	in	other	phases	of	the	students'	work	in	English,	or	in	their	classes	in	other	subjects.	During	such	reading,	the	students'	attention	should	initially	be	focused	on	one	type	of	difficulty:	for	example,	final	-ed,	or	the
stress	on	nominal	compounds.	Reading	aloud	is	clearly	one	of	the	most	effective	mechanisms	for	learning	to	monitor	one's	own	pronunciation.	It	can	also	help	students	to	progress	from	step	two	to	step	three	as	they	become	increasingly	engrossed	in	the	meaning	of	what	they	are	reading.	With	this	end	in	view,	we	have	done	quite	a	bit	of	play-reading
in	our	classes.	Using	such	props	as	the	classroom	afforded,	and	with	books	in	hand,	the	students	read	the	lines	and	walk	through	the	actions.	In	selecting	plays,	we	lntroduction	xxvii	give	preference	to	those	that	are	written	in	a	simple	modern	conversational	language	free	from	dialectal	peculiarities.	A	large	cast	and	well-distributed	lines	are	also
advantages,	as	they	make	it	possible	for	more	individual	students	to	participate.	while	the	play	is	going	on,	coaching	by	the	instructor	is	kept	to	a	minimum	so	that	the	attention	of	the	participants	can	be	concentrated	on	the	meaning	of	what	they	are	saying.	Like	other	kinds	of	oral	reading,	play-reading	can	be	continued	by	students	independently
even	after	the	last	meeting	of	the	course.	Reading	all	the	roles	of	a	play	aloud,	while	trying	to	make	each	of	the	different	characters	sound	convincing,	can	be	real	fun	as	well	as	an	excellent	way	of	internalizing	new	habits	of	pronunciation.	How	much	time	would	be	required	for	completion	of	the	manual	within	the	framework	of	a	course	such	as	that
described	here?	Ideally,	three	instructional	hours	per	week	for	two	semesters,	a	total	of	approximately	ninety	class	hours,	would	not	be	excessive.	The	entire	program-diagnosing	students,	needs,	becoming	familiar	with	the	subject	matter	of	the	text,	performing	the	exercises,	carrying	out	communicative	activities,	and	motivating	supplementary
reading	aloud	to	be	continued	after	the	course	has	ended-could	be	effectively	developed	within	a	course	of	those	dimensions.	Unfortunately,	that	much	time	will	often	not	be	available,	especially	if	pronunciation	is	merely	one	phase	of	a	general	course	in	English	as	a	Second	Language.	If	faced	with	the	necessity	of	eliminating	items	from	the	program,
the	authors	would	probably	first	omit	Lessons	17	and	lg,	which	deal	with	the	relationship	between	spelling	and	pronunciation.	Though	the	identification	of	student	needs	through	the	analysis	of	individually	recorded	diagnostic	passages	can	be	of	undoubted	value,	it	is	also	very	time-consuming,	and	a	great	deal	of	it	simply	cannot	be	done	in	a	short
course.	Lessons	I	through	l0	constitute,	in	our	opinion,	the	hard	core	of	the	book.	with	a	small,	well-prepared	group	of	students,	some	changes	in	pronunciation	habits	might	perhaps	be	initiated	in	as	little	as	thirty	hours	of	class	time.	lV.	Use	of	the	"Accent	lnventory"	The	"Accent	Inventory"	of	the	manual	should	be	of	service	to	resourceful	teachers	in
a	wide	variety	of	ways.	Here	we	can	only	suggest	some	of	the	fundamental	and	particularly	effective	uses	to	which	it	may	be	put,	as	shown	by	actual	classroom	experience.	As	its	name	suggests,	the	basic	function	of	the	"Inventory',	is	to	make	it	possible	to	take	stock	of	the	types	of	difficulty	each	student	is	having	with	English	speech	at	the	beginning
of	the	semester's	or	year's	work.	It	provides	a	xxvlll	lntroduction	diagnosis	of	individual	weaknesses	and	a	prescription	of	corrective	measures.	It	should	also	facilitate	the	teacher's	task	of	deciding	which	sections	of	the	manual	are	to	be	stressed	in	work	with	the	entire	class.	The	..Diagnostic	Passage"	is	recorded	on	tape	by	each	student	as	early	in	the
course	as	possible.	This	passage,	on	which	the	"Inventory"	is	based,	is	only	eleven	sentences	long.	Admittedly,	somewhat	more	revealing	results	might	be	achieved	if	the	analysis	could	be	based	on	a	large	volume	of	spontaneous	conversational	material,	rather	than	on	a	few	sentences	to	be	read'	Students	do	get	tense	when	they	know	they	are	being
tested,	and	the	intonations	of	oral	reading	may	often	vary	from	those	of	ordinary	conversation.	The	conversation-based	inventory,	however,	because	of	the	tremendous	amount	of	time	and	ingenuity	it	requires,	can	hardly	be	carried	out	effectively	and	systemati-	cally	with	an	entire	class.	The	reading	of	these	sentences	is	a	practical	substitute,	which
will	be	valid	to	the	extent	that	the	teacher	succeeds	in	putting	students	at	ease	when	the	recording	is	made,	and	getting	them	to	read	naturally	and	informally.	The	sentences	should	be	treated,	so	far	as	possible,	as	a	matter-	of-fact	conversation,	involving	no	unusual	emotion	or	stresses.	Based	as	it	is	on	the	reading	of	a	very	small	amount	of	material,
the	inventory	can	probably	be	well	carried	out	only	if	the	"Diagnostic	Passage"	is	recorded.	No	teacher's	ear	and	hand	would	be	quick	enough	to	note	all	the	elements	of	faulty	diction	while	listening	to	a	single	reading	of	so	brief	a	passage.	And	repeated	readings	always	vary	slightly.	A	recording,	on	the	other	hand,	may	be	played	any	number	of	times
as	the	diagnostician	jots	down	what	he	or	she	hears.	The	student	is	requested	to	make	this	initial	recording	with	nothing	more	in	the	way	of	preparation	than	a	casual	preliminary	reading	of	the	"Diagnostic	Passage"	at	home	to	become	familiar	with	the	thought	of	the	sentences.	If	the	teacher	will	record	a	"correct"	version	of	each	sentence
immediately	after	the	student's	version,	the	subsequent	usefulness	of	the	recording	will	be	increased.	The	teacher	then	analyzes	each	student's	version	of	the	eleven	sentences.	The	"Inventory"	is	printed	on	perforated	pages	both	preceding	this	introduction	and	following	Lesson	18.	Either	or	both	of	these	copies	can	thus	be	removed	without	damaging
the	book.	We	suggest	that	a	copy	be	taken	up	from	each	student	so	that	the	teacher	can	keep	it	for	whatever	length	of	time	is	needed	for	preparing	the	analysis.	The	teacher	plays	each	recording	repeatedly	and	makes	notes	of	"errors"	heard	until	he	or	she	feels	the	analysis	is	reasonably	complete.	The	various	classifications	of	the	"Check	List	of
Errors"	should	help	the	inexperienced	diagnostician	listen	systematically	and	recognize	some	elements	of	the	foreign	"accent"	which	otherwise	has	gone	unnoticed-	For	this	analytical	work,	a	tape	recorder	with	an	instantaneous-repeat	mechanism	is	extremely	useful.	with	such	a	mechanism,	the	machine	may	be	stopped	and	lntroduction	started	with	a
minimum	xxix	of	tone	distortion,	and	may	be	made	to	repeat	sen-	tences	and	even	words.	When	adequate	notes	have	been	made,	the	teacher	or	a	laboratory	assistant	corrects	the	"Diagnostic	Passage"	and	marks	the	appropriate	items	in	the	"Check	List	of	Errors"	in	each	student's	copy.	In	phrases	lke	let	rne	(Sentence	10),	if	the	1	is	merely
pronounced	with	too	much	aspiration,	the	error	is	classified	under	Section	IV-E	of	the	"Check	List";	on	the	other	hand,	if	the	student,	in	an	effort	to	pronounce	!	clearly,	goes	so	far	as	to	insert	an	/e/	between	!	and	m,	in	addition	to	aspirating	the	!,	and	thus	disturbs	the	rhythm	of	the	sentence,	the	error	is	classified	under	I-F-l.	Because	of	the
arrangement	of	the	manual	and	the	fact	that	errors	in	the	pronunication	of	-ed	and	-q	may	involve	vowels	as	well	as	consonants,	it	seemed	best	to	make	separate	headings	to	the	"Check	List"	(V-A	and	B)	to	cover	errors	of	choice	between	ldl-/t|-ltdl	and	lzl-lsl-ltzl.	If	-ed	or	-g	is	omitted	altogether,	the	error	should	be	noted	under	IV-H-2	or	5.	In	the	case
of	errors	involving	a	front	vowel	before	lll	or	lrl	,	as	in	feel	(Sentence	9),	the	substitution	of	lfiyll	or	lfll/	for	/f!ql/	should	be	noted	under	V-D.	The	corrected	and	marked	copies	of	the	"Inventory"	are	not	returned	to	the	students	until	the	latter	have	completed	their	study	of	at	least	the	first	four	or	five	lessons	of	the	manual,	and	can	therefore	be	expected
to	recognize	most	of	the	symbols	used	and	understand	something	of	the	principles	involved.	At	the	time	the	copies	are	returned,	every	effort	should	be	made	to	impress	on	the	class	the	significance	of	this	diagnosis	and	prescription.	It	should	be	pointed	out	that	each	heading	of	the	"Check	List"	contains	a	reference	to	the	section	of	the	manual	in	which
that	particular	type	of	speech	difficulty	is	treated.	The	list	will	serve	as	an	individual	guide	to	the	text.	All	members	of	the	class	should	study	their	own	weaknesses	carefully.	They	should	mark	in	some	way	those	sections	of	the	manual	that	are	of	particular	concern	to	them	and	on	which	they	should	concentrate	their	future	attention.	When	the	students
have	had	time	to	study	their	diagnosis,	they	are	given	an	opportunity,	individually	with	the	insffuctor	or	in	class,	to	listen	as	their	recording	is	played.	The	purpose	is	to	permit	them	to	"hear	their	own	mistakes,"	and	the	instructor	should	do	everything	possible	to	help	them	do	so,	using	the	repeat	mechanism	when	needed.	This	is	a	very	necessary	step
in	accent	correction.	Clear	realization	of	shortcomings	must	precede	improvement.	As	they	listen	to	themselves,	the	students	should	have	before	their	eyes	the	marked	"Diagnostic	Passage"	that	has	been	refurned	to	them.	The	class	will	have	many	occasions	for	extensive	pronunciation	work	of	various	kinds	in	the	eighteen	lessons	that	make	up	the
body	of	the	manual,	and	in	the	additional	oral	reading	and	conversation	that	may	be	suggested	by	the	instructor.	The	"Inventorv."	on	the	other	hand.	can	be	used	to	motivate	com-	Introduction	plementary	intensive	elglsiss-flequently	repeated	drills	concentrated	on	a	very	small	amount	of	material	with	absolute	mastery	as	the	aim	in	view.	If	students
could	succeed	in	learning	to	repeat	just	the	eleven	sentences	of	the	"Diagnostic	Passage"	perfectly,	without	fface	of	"accent,"	it	would	probably	mean	that	they	had	acquired	sufficient	control	over	their	organs	of	speech	to	enable	them	eventually	to	eliminate	all	their	faulty	speech	habits.	Perfection	in	these	eleven	sentences	may	therefore	be	urged	on
the	class	as	one	of	the	spe-	cific	objectives	of	the	course.	Drills	aimed	at	the	achievement	of	such	mastery	may	take	various	forms.	If	they	have	access	to	a	language	laboratory,	students	may	play	their	recordings	often	and	try	to	imitate	the	teacher's	"correct"	version	of	each	sentence.	A	particularly	effective	type	of	intensive	drill	may	be	carried	out	if
there	is	available	a	tape	recorder	with	a	repeat	mechanism,	as	mentioned	above.	By	means	of	this	mechanism,	the	recorder	can	be	made	to	play	back	each	of	the	teacher's	"correct"	sentences	many	times	at	quick,	regular	intervals.	The	student	first	listens,	then	imitates	again	and	again,	concentrating	on	timing,	intonation,	and	the	grouping	of	words.
When	the	teacher	or	assistant	thinks	the	imitation	is	adequate,	the	machine	is	shut	off,	and	the	student	repeats	the	sentence	two	or	three	times	more	in	the	same	rhythm,	without	the	accompaniment	of	the	recorded	voice.	New	recordings	of	the	"Diagnostic	Passage"	may,	of	course,	be	made	at	any	time	during	the	term.	A	last	recording	and	quick
analysis,	carried	out	as	part	of	the	final	examination,	will	help	the	teacher	assign	grades	based	on	objective	evidence	of	practical	achievement.	This	chance	to	hear	oneself	again	at	the	end	of	the	course,	and	to	compare	one's	speech	at	that	time	with	earlier	efforts,	should	send	the	conscientious	student	away	from	the	class	with	a	gratifying	realization
of	the	progress	that	has	been	made.	LESSON	4	The	Phonetic	Alphobet	l.	Learning	to	Pronounce	English	The	fundamental	method	by	which	a	student	learns	to	pronounce	English	is	by	imitating	the	pronunciation	of	English-speaking	persons	under	conditions	that	approach	as	nearly	as	possible	those	of	normal	communication.	During	this	course	you
will	have	many	opportunities	to	imitate	the	speech	of	your	instructor	and	others;	do	so	as	accurately	and	as	often	as	you	can.	The	strange	sounds	and	rhythms	may	seem	a	little	funny	at	first,	but	you	must	try	to	forget	that,	and	imitate	without	reservations.	You	have	probably	been	amused	at	the	peculiarities	in	the	speech	of	an	American	pronouncing,
or	attempting	to	pronounce,	your	own	language;	now	you	must	try	to	reproduce	those	same	peculiarities	in	English.	Your	success	will	depend	largely	on	the	sharpness	of	your	ear	and	your	ability	as	an	imitator.	Sometimes	imitation	does	fail,	however.	The	instructor	may	pronounce	a	word	or	sentence	many	times	for	you,	and	you	still	may	be	unable	to
say	it	exactly	as	he	or	she	does.	This	may	be	because	you	are	hearing	and	reproducing	well	only	a	few	of	the	most	important	sounds	that	make	up	the	word.	It	will	be	of	benefit	to	you	then	if	the	instructor	can	write	out	the	word	for	you,	sound	by	sound,	using	symbols	that	are	always	pronounced	in	the	same	way.	One	of	the	most	typical	features	of
English	is	the	manner	in	which	its	unimportant,	unstressed	vowels	are	pronounced.	Your	attention	may	not	be	called	The	Phonetic	Alphabet	to	these	at	all	when	you	hear	a	word	spoken,	but	you	can	see	them	as	clearly	as	the	stressed	vowels	in	a	phonetic	transcription.	The	eye	is	more	analytical	than	the	ear.	We	can	see	separately	all	the	symbols	that
make	up	a	written	word,	but	we	can	hardly	hear	individually	all	the	sounds	that	compose	it	as	it	is	normally	spoken.	Most	people	learn	most	things	better	through	the	eye	than	through	the	ear.	Even	in	learning	to	pronounce,	where	you	must	depend	primarily	on	hearing,	there	is	every	advantage	in	being	able	to	have	your	eye	aid	your	ear.	Something
learned	in	two	different	ways	is	probably	four	times	as	well	leamed.	The	ordinary	spelling	of	an	English	word	sometimes	has	so	little	apparent	relation	to	its	sound	that	the	spelling	is	not	useful	as	a	guide	to	pronunciation.	There	will	be	times	when	you	may	wish	to	write	down	the	pronunciation	of	a	new	word,	so	as	to	be	able	to	recall	it	later.
Unfortunately,	we	cannot	remember	a	mere	sound	clearly	for	very	long;	but	a	phonetic	transcription	will	make	recall	easier.	When	no	English-speaking	person	is	present	to	pronounce	a	word	for	you,	your	only	recourse	may	be	to	try	to	reconstruct	the	sound	of	the	word	from	the	symbols	in	a	dictionary.	Practice	in	reading	symbols	will	help	you	leam	to
make	accurat€	reconstructions'	There	will	be	times	too	when,	to	succeed	in	making	an	English	sound	perfectly,	you	will	need	to	know	exactly	what	to	do	with	your	tongue,	lips,	and	other	organs	of	speech.	For	instance,	in	order	to	make	the	1-sound	in	English,	the	tip	of	the	tongue	touches	the	roof	of	the	mouth	somewhat	farther	back	than	is	the	case
with	many	other	languages.	Merely	hearing	the	!	and	trying	to	imitate	it,	you	might	never	guess	this	fact.	In	other	words,	though	you	must	rely	chiefly	on	your	ear	and	imitation	to	acquire	a	good	accent,	a	knowledge	of	the	number	and	identity	of	English	sounds,	the	symbols	used	to	represent	them	in	phonetic	writing,	the	way	in	which	they	are
produced,	and	a	few	of	the	laws	that	govern	their	behavior	will	be	of	great	advantage	to	you	and	will	increase	your	chances	of	success.	This	text	is	designed	to	give	you	such	information	and	to	aid	you	in	learning	to	apply	it.	The	text	is	not	a	course	in	English	pronunciation,	but	merely	a	useful	aid	in	such	a	course.	The	science	of	phonetics	may	be
considered	the	grammar	of	pronunciation;	a	knowledge	of	phonetics	can	help	you	to	pronounce	no	less,	and	no	more,	than	a	knowledge	of	grammar	can	help	you	to	speak	and	write.	ll.	Why	a	Phonetic	AlPhabet?	The	first	step	in	your	work	with	phonetics	will	be	to	familiarize	yourself	with	a	set	of	symbols	by	means	of	which	the	important	sounds	of
English-all	those	lll.	Table	of	Symbols	3	that	serve	to	distinguish	one	word	from	another	wordl-may	be	represented.	There	will	be	a	symbol	for	every	such	sound,	and	no	more	than	one	symbol	for	any	given	sound.	The	set	of	svmbols	used	in	this	manual	is	an	adaptation	of	the	widely	known	Smith-Trager	system.	This	adaptation	is	better	suited	to	our
purposes	than	are	systems	of	diacritical	markings	such	as	those	employed	in	most	wellknown	English	dictionaries.	Use	of	the	latter	may	involve	learning	up	to	thirty	different	vowel	symbols,	with	each	sound	represented	by	several	different	symbols.	You	will	find	various	versions	of	the	Smith-Trager	system	used	in	much	technical	writing	on	English
pronunciation	as	well	as	in	many	bilingual	dictionaries	intended	for	students	of	foreign	languages.	lll.	Table	of	Symbols	In	the	table	that	follows	are	included	approximate	French,	German,	Japanese,	and	Spanish	equivalents	for	most	of	the	American	English	sounds.	These	equivalents	are	not	scientifically	accurate	in	most	cases,	and	are	given	only
because	they	may	make	it	easier	at	first	for	you	to	identify	the	various	sounds.	A	written	accent	marks	the	stressed	vowel	of	words	of	more	than	one	syllable:	reason	iryzenl	.	When	there	are	two	or	more	stressed	syllables,	the	mo.st	important	is	marked	l'l,	and	that	with	secondary	stress	/'/:	preposition	lprepazrienl.	'Recognition	of	the	difference
between	bed	and	bead,	when	the	words	are	spoken,	depends	on	ability	to	distinguish	between	the	vowel	sounds	in	the	two	words.	There	must,	therefore,	be	separate	symbols	to	represent	these	two	sounds.	The	J	in	the	word	water	is	pronounced	in	different	ways	in	various	parts	of	the	United	States	and	Great	Britain,	but	variety	of	pronunciation	does
not	mean	variety	of	meaning.	For	our	purposes,	one	symbol	will	suffice	to	represent	the	various	r	sounds.	An	alphabet	based	on	this	principle	is	properly	called	a	phonemic	alphabet,	and	phonemic	symbolization	has	been	used	in	this	text	except	that	deviations	have	sometimes	been	made	for	pedagogical	purposes.	As	mentioned	in	the	Introduction,	we
consistently	refer	to	the	transcription	as	phonetic	because	students	are	more	accustomed	to	this	term	and	because	several	pedagogical	devices	employed	in	the	manual	are	phonetic	in	character.	However,	because	the	approach	is	basically	phonemic,	we	have	followed	the	practice	of	using	slant	lines	(/)	to	enclose	all	transcriptions,	even	those	which
are	obviously	phonetic:	for	example,	/:/	for	vowel	length	and	/h/	for	aspi-	ration.	The	Phonetic	Alphabet	4	The	Phonetic	Alphabet	Approxitnate	Equivale	nt	in	Symbol	English	Exntnples	French	German	Japanese	Spanish	baden	ban	dan	$*i	gukko	hachi	kin	tambi5n	un	dedo	CONSONANTS	l.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	lbl	tdt	tfl	lg	lW	lW	7.	tlt	8.	lml	9.	lnl	10.	lnl	lpl	hl	13.
lsl	11.	12.	14.	t{t	ltl	16.	l0l	15.	boat	&owU	{atk	llarkl	lfarl	far	gold	/gowld/	home	/bowrn	cold	ikowld/	lodak	/kowdak/	lletl	let	lqan	lgall	next	/neksU	rilg	lrl4l	silk	/sIild	part	lg*t/	1est	/resV	send	/q:nd	gity	lgttil	{tp/	$p	llenl	ten	think	/9InV	g6b|	loigt	lait	garder	(none)	car	dumm	leind	gut	haben	kaufen	lno	golpe	gente	vaea	laisser	lange	lgelqe	morgen	non
leiq	(none)	singen	(none)	urqa	qaqi	gi4k0	peu	(none)	qou	Hauq	pera	(none)	suru	!g!6n	shuppatsu	(none)	Tiir	!o	(none)	chez	lemps	(none)	Papier	(none)	(none)	lado	mano	nombre	naragja	qelo	(none)	sino	tener	cita	(as	pronounced	in	Madrid)	17.	16l	18.	lvl	19.	lwl	20.	lyl	21.	lzl	that	very	went	you	zoo	roqe	knows	22.	lr.l	pleasure	vision	23.	lhwl	when	24.
lti,l	children	25.	ldi,l	ju.y	edee	age	(none)	vain	gUr	hier	chose	(none)	(none)	November	(none)	(none)	waru	jung	Wku	dieser	zashiki	dedo	(none)	lplelerl	lvfianl	J_e	(none)	(none)	(none)	/hwen/	---T	/t5Ildren/	(none)	Igbiq""	djinn	(none)	(none)	(none)	Pullgb	cha	(none)	jama	mucho	Io	(when	pronounced	lprt/	lyetl	lwenV	lyuut/	l4uwl	lrow!	lnowl
[email	protected]	[email	protected]	[email	protected]	huevo	hlerro	desde	with	emphasis)	lll.	Table	of	Symbols	The	Phonetic	Alphabet	Ap	p	ro	xinat	e	E	quiv	alent	in	French	German	Japanese	Spanish	1.	lal	dme	Vater	m4o	2.	3.	mgl	l)ve	(none)	(none)	Bett	empitsu	Symbol	English	Etamples	SIMPLE	VOWELS	4.	5.	6.	7.	ltg/	fgr	lhgtl	hqt	laml	gm	lrl	tggu	ggt
lel	brg4d	/brsd/	/sed/	said	ltnl	lil	tn	become	/blkem/	lf2rl	for	lcl	lgll	all	ought	l?tl	tpyu	tul	pgt	cgUld	kydl	teYdl	C99d	lb?u	lal2	bgt	lbgrdl	bqd	qthgr	tl69rt	-7	legowl	ago	reason	lnyzenl	4	(none)	sitzen	(none)	nete	wollen	gru	(none)	dunkel	pgtto	mg	Knabg	(none)	(none)	el	(none)	orden	(none)	(none)	ahe	student	who	has	a	good	ear	will	probably	note	that
the	vowel	of	but	lbatl	is	not	quite	the	same	as	that	of	bird	lberdl,	where	the	/e/	sound	is	given	a	special	"coloring"	by	the	/r/	that	follows	it.	Some	works	on	English	pronunciation	employ	as	many	as	four	separate	symbols	to	rcpresent	variants	of	the	/e/	sound:	[bat]	in	a	stressed	syllable,	[ggow]	in	an	unstressed	syllable,	[bed]	stressed	and	followed	by	r,
and	[fada]	unstressed	and	followed	by	r.	In	order	to	require	the	leaming	of	as	few	symbols	as	possible	and	in	following	the	phonemic	principle,	this	manual	uses	only	/e/	and	/erl	in	Eanscribing	these	four	variants.	The	Phonetic	Alphabet	The	Phonetic	Alphabet	Approximate	Equivalent	in	English	Exanples	Symbol	German	Japanese	Spanish
DIPHTI{ONGS3	l.	leyl	^y	lryz	thg	Lgben	eigo	p9!ne	/sryl	/nsryv/	/gow/	/kowV	tni	sieht	le	s!	dQme	Bqqt	hirgg	bou	fqq	StUbe	k[	mqla	too	/rywl/	/tq\r/	I	tay!	ate	mern	ar	hay	cry	lktay/	nq\il	/naw!	/hgws/	(none)	Hgrpt	au	pSusa	b9y	tbry!	(none)	heute	oi	sois	nqjse	lncyzl	v!9	(as	pro-	(none)	(none)	(none)	we're	treU	wier/	hill	lhrell	(none)	(none)	(none)	(none)
h94r	lhprl	sqle	/seaU	tt6"	1ut	ptonounced	in	(none)	(none)	(none)	(none)	(none)	(none)	(none)	(none)	(none)	lgte	rg!se	2.	liyl	see	receive	3.	lowl	gS	coat	4.	luwl	5.	layt	6.	lawl	7.	tcyt	ryle	hsqse	DIPHTHONGS	BEFORE	1.	tiat	feel	2.	trct	3.	leal	llt	OR	lrf	nounced	in	the	Midi)	the	Midi)	4.	leal	wgll	thsre	/6ea;r/	shgll	lSaoU	lweayV	plaie	(as	pronounced	in	the
Midi)	5.	leel	(none)	3The	diphthongization	of	leyl,	/\y/,	/ow/,	and	/uw/	is	not	as	noticeable	as	that	of	layl,	lawt,	and	/cy/,	but	for	the	sake	of	simplicity	in	description	and	practicality	in	teaching	they	are	so	symbolized.	aWe	have	found	that	a	diphthongal	symbolization	of	the	front	vowels	before	ll/	and	/r/	is	a	definite	aid	in	combatting	the	tendency	of
students	to	pronounce	such	sounds	with	a	pure	vowel	and	with	the	tongue	held	unnaturally	high.	We	have	not	used	the	glide	lyl	in	the	transcription	of	the	/ial	and	/eel	diphthongs	because	it	would	give	the	appearance	of	two	syllables	in	a	word	such	as	feel:	lfryaV.	lV.	How	Words	Are	Transcribed	VARIOUS	PHONETIC	MARKINGSs	t.	2.	?	Indicates	a
glottal	stop:	oh,	oh	lo?ol	,	as	in	"Oh,	oh!	Look	what	I	did."	(See	ksson	4,	final	paragraph	of	Section	IV.)	h	Means	that	the	preceding	consonant	sound	is	aspirated:	time	lthayml	.	(See	ksson	9,	Section	L)	3.	:	4.	I	Means	that	the	preceding	sound	is	lengthened:	the	liyl	of	bead	lbiy:.dl	is	longer	than	the	liyl	of	beat	lbiyt/.	(See	Lesson	9,	Section	II.)	Means	that
the	consonant	under	which	it	is	placed	is	pronounced	as	a	syllabic:	didn't	ldrd4U,	little	ll4l.	(See	Lesson	10,	Section	III.)	lV.	How	Words	Are	Transcribed	Note	that	the	phonetic	symbols	should	be	printed	rather	than	written	cursively,	so	that	they	may	more	easily	be	read.	In	order	that	words	spelled	out	in	the	traditional	manner	may	not	be	confused
with	these	transcriptions,	the	latter	should	always	be	printed	between	slant	lines:	fish	is	pronounced	as	ifiSl.	In	transcribing	a	word	in	phonetic	symbols,	the	guiding	principle	to	be	kept	in	mind	is	that	the	transcription	must	represent	all	the	distinctive	sounds	heard	when	the	word	is	pronounced,	and	only	those	sounds.	Do	not	be	misled	by	the
fraditional	spelling.	Silent	letters-those	not	heard	in	the	pronunciation	of	the	word-are	not	transcribed:	for	example,	the	.9	in	bone	lbown/,	and	the	gh	in	eight	/eyU.	Doubled	consonants	usually	do	not	mean	that	the	consonant	is	pronounced	tw,ice,	so	they	are	replaced	in	transcriptions	by	single	consonants:	matter	lmntarl	.	Two	words	may	be	spelled
differently,	as	are	sun	and	son,	but	pronounced	and	transcribed	alike:	/ser/.	On	the	other	hand,	if	a	word	has	two	or	more	different	pronunciations	when	used	in	different	ways,	as	has	bow,	these	must	be	represented	by	different	transcriptions:	lbaw/	,	"to	bend	one's	head";	and	/bow/,	"instrument	used	for	shooting	arrows."	As	has	been	pointed	out,	the
transcription	used	in	this	book	provides	a	symbol	for	each	distinctive	English	sound.	A	great	many	of	these	symbolslbl	,ldl	,lfl	,	M,lU,lml	,lnl,lpl	,lrl	,ltl	,lvl	,lwl	,	and	lz,l-are	exactly	like	the	normal	printed	letters	of	the	alphabet;	as	symbols	they	always	represent	the	same	basic	sound	that	they	usually	represent	as	letters.	These	are,	of	course,	very	easy
to	remember.	Certain	other	symbols	are	also	just	like	normal	letters;	sThese	phonetic	markings	appear	as	pedagogical	devices	in	certain	sections	of	the	manual	but	are	not	a	part	of	the	basic	system	of	symbolization.	The	Phonetic	Alohabet	but	the	symbol	always	has	the	same	basic	sound,	whereas	the	corresponding	letter	is	commonly	pronounced	in
more	than	one	way:	lgl	always	like	the	gin	good	lgudl,	never	like	the	g	in	[email	protected]:	lsl	alwavs	like	the	s	in	said	/sed/.	n"n",	lik"	the	g	in	rise	lriyVl;	lhl	always	pronounced	as	in	home	/howm/,	never	silent	as	in	hour	lawrl;	For	some	other	sounds,	the	traditional	letters	cannot	serye	as	symbols,	and	it	is	necessary	to	provide	new	symbols.	Since
these	may	be	strange	to	you,	to	learn	them	well	will	require	some	effort.	Most	vowel	symbols	fall	in	this	class.	The	eleven	vowel	sounds	of	English	cannot	be	represented	accurately	and	simply	by	the	five	letters	normally	used	in	spelling	vowels.	Lesson	2	will	help	you	to	associate	the	vowel	symbols	with	the	sounds	they	represent.	The	new	consonant
symbol	/r3/	is	necessary	because	the	spelling	ng	is	confusing.	In	words	spelled	with	ng	the	g	is	usually	silent,	as	in	ring	htgl;	we	could	not	represent	ring	in	symbols	as	lrtngl	since	no	phonetic	symbol	is	silent	and	the	/n/	symbol	must	always	have	the	same	sound.	In	the	same	way	we	need	/5/,	which	usually	represents	the	letters	sh,	because	the	sh
sound	cannot	be	made	by	simply	pronouncing	/s/	and	then	/h/.	The	symbol	lLl	,	as	in	vision	lvii.an/,	is	a	rather	rare	English	sound,	spelled	with	letters	that	are	ordinarily	pronounced	in	quite	a	different	way	in	other	words.	The	l0l	and	16l	symbols	are	needed	because	the	two	distinctive	sounds	they	represent	are	normally	both	written	in	the	same	way,



with	the	letters	th:	thigh	lOayl,	thy	l6ayl.	Not	all	the	letters	that	represent	consonants	in	English	spelling	are	needed	as	pho,netic	symbols.	Thus,	the	letter	g	is	usually	pronounced	like	an	g	or	a	k:	city	lsftrl	,	cool	lkuwll	.	Therefore	c	is	not	used	as	a	symbol	in	transcriptions.	For	similar	reasons,	the	letters	j_,	g,	and	x	are	not	used	as	symbols.	To
represent	j	we	have	ldl.l	,	which	is	also	used	in	transcribing	the	"soft"	sound	of	g:	just	ldLestl	,	age	leydLl	.	The	combination	qu	is	transcribed	as	/kw/:	quick	lkwtkl	.	Usually	x	is	transcribed	as	/ks/	or	lgzl:	fx	lftksl	,	exact	tryzbhtl	.	V.	Exercises	A.	Go	through	the	phonetic-alphabet	table	(Section	sound	represented	by	each	symbol.	III)	several	times,
pronouncing	the	V.	B.	Pronounce	these	sounds	and	cite	an	English	word	in	which	each	of	them	is	heard.	l.m	2.&	3.a	4.	iy	5.S	6.r	C.	7.	hw	8.u	9.	dL	10.	c	11.	uw	12.	e	13.	v	14.	a	15.	Z	16.	ow	17.	c	18.	o	Pronounce	these	combinations	l.	2.	3.	4.	5.	D.	I	Exercises	6.	7.	8.	pa	hwiy	ge'	9.	av	low	10.	of	l.	I	raw	12.	13.	14.	15.	ro	ab	25.	e	26.	v	27.	f	28.	ay	29.	aw
30.	d	31.	er	32.	b	33.	w	34.	t	35.	n	36.	I	21.	6uw	22.	Ocy	23.	iar	24.	erk	25.	hc	26.	awi,	27.	rd	28.	ael	29.	0e	30.	ut	sounds.	t5ow	dLe,	19.	ey	20.	t5	21.	s	22.	z	23.	ea	24.	ry	iys	uk	5e	6ey	fe	16.	17.	18.	19.	20.	wJ	en	aym	ye	eyz	Pronounce	these	very	common	words	and	write	them	as	they	are	usually	spelled	in	English.	l.	2.	3.	4.	5.	tern	srks	last	kud	bcyz	6.
7.	8.	9.	10.	1.	tray	slg	I	dZest	12.	kcz	13.	tap	14.	6em	15.	hrer	0riy	tawn	gad	16.	17.	18.	19.	20.	huw	hwrt5	smcl	6ow	ye1	21.	meter	22.	rcyzrz	23.	nyzen	24.	plLzar	25.	manl	E.	Your	teacher	will	pronounce	for	you	the	English	examples	listed	in	the	phoneticalphabet	table.	Transcribe	each	example	phonetically	without	looking	at	the	table.	F.	Can	you
read	these	phrases?	1.	2.	3.	4.	5.	rndem5rnrg	anijghsklas	wiergl6d	tadetiyt5,ar	hiyzastyuwdent	6.	7.	8.	g.	Ineminrt	wiykenisk	retdedr5gstcr	tedek6nsert	10.	wiarhipr	11.	tadamiwvl	12.	rndreftarniwn	t	13.	fremde0ryeter	14.	Indewinter	15.	nekstwivk	LESSON	2	Clossificotion	of	\bwels	l.	The	Five	Fundamental	Vowels	The	fundamental	vowel	sounds,
those	that	occur	in	many	languages,	are	liyl	,	symbolizing	these	sounds	the	five	vowel	letters	of	the	ordinary	roman	alphabet	ffs	ussd-semetimes	alone,	as	in	la/,	or	in	combination	with	y	and	w,	as	in	/iyl,	leyl,	lowl,	and	/uw/.	We	have	used	the	symbols	lyl	and	/W	to	represent	diphthongization,	an	leyl,la/,	lowl,	and	/uw/.	It	is	worth	noting	that	in	upward
movement	of	the	tongue	in	the	production	of	the	vowel	sound.	The	lyl	glide	indicates	that	the	tongue	moves	upward	toward	the	front	of	the	mouth;	the	lwl	glide	indicates	that	the	tongue	moves	upward	toward	the	back	of	the	mouth.	This	upward	movement	in	the	making	of	these	vowel	sounds	is	a	characteristic	that	distinguishes	English	vowels	from
the	so-called	pure	vowels	of	many	other	languages.	The	relationship	of	these	five	vowel	sounds	to	one	another	may	be	shown	by	means	of	a	vowel	chart	(Figure	l).	The	vowel	pronounced	farthest	to	the	front	of	the	mouth	is	/iyl.	Pronounce	that	sound;	then	pronounce	leyl	.	In	moving	from	liyl	to	leyl,	note	that	there	are	two	important	changes	in	the
position	of	the	organs	of	speech:	the	jaw	is	lowered,	and	the	spot	where	the	tongue	approaches	the	roof	of	the	mouth	most	closely	is	shifted	away	from	the	front	teeth	toward	the	throat.	If	you	pronounce	/eyl,	then	lal	,	you	will	feel	the	same	two	types	of	change	occur	again.	From	lal	to	lowl	,	the	movement	from	front	to	back	continues,	but	the	jaw
begins	to	10	ll.	The	Eleven	Vowels	of	American	English	11	Fronl	(t90)	(cs)	E	'	Figure	1.	The	five	fundamental	vowelsl	rise,	or	close,	again;	and	these	two	movements	also	mark	the	shift	from	/ow/	to	/uW.	Now	pronounce	several	times	the	entire	series	/iy-ey-a-ow-uw/,	and	try	to	feel	the	regular	progression	in	the	organs	of	speech:	from	front	to	back	as
you	move	from	left	to	right	on	the	chart;	and	with	jaw	lower,	then	higher	again,	as	you	move	from	top	to	bottom,	then	back	to	the	top,	of	the	chart.	Note	also	that	the	lips	are	widely	spread	for	liyl	,that	the	amount	of	spreading	decreases	with	leyl	and	lal	,	and	that	the	lips	are	rounded	for	/ow/	and	/uw/.	Figure	2	may	help	you	to	understand	how
different	positions	of	the	tongue	correspond	to	different	parts	of	the	vowel	chart.2	ll.	The	Eleven	Vowels	of	American	English	Students	of	English	are	usually	well	acquainted	with	the	five	fundamental	vowel	sounds	and	find	them	quite	easy	to	pronounce	and	identify.	Familiarity	with	them	may	help	you	to	master	the	six	other	vowels	in	the	language,
those	that	are	represented	by	symbols	unlike	those	of	the	ordinary	roman	alphabet:	ltl,	lxl,	lrel,	ltl,	lul,	and	lel.	The	symbol	/r/	represents	a	sound	intermediate	between	liyl	and	leyl	.	In	other	words,	/r/	is	pronounced	farther	back	than	/iy/,	but	farther	forward	than	rThe	vowel	charts	that	appear	here	have	been	adapted,	with	permission	of	the	publisher,
from	John	S.	Kenyon,	American	Pronunciation,	l0th	ed.	(Ann	Arbor:	George	Wahr	Publishing	Com-	pany,	1958).	tThe	face	diagrams	in	this	text,	which	are	based	on	x-ray	films,	have	been	adapted,	with	his	permission,	from	those	done	by	Peter	Ladefoged.	See,	for	example,	Peter	Ladefoged,	"Some	Possibilities	in	Speech	Synthesis,"	Language	and
Speech,	Vol.	7,	Part	4	(October-December,	1964\.205-214.	Classification	of	Vowels	12	Figure	2.	Tongue	position	tor	liyl,	/a/,	and	luwl	leyl;	it	is	pronounced	with	the	jaw	and	tongue	lower	than	for	liyl	,	but	higher	than	for	/eyl.	This	relationship	should	be	obvious	to	you	if	you	will	repeat	three	or	four	times	the	series	liy-t-eyl.	Between	leyl	and	lal	there	are
two	intermediate	vowels:	first	/e/,	then,	farther	back	and	lower,	lal	.	Between	lal	and	/oW	is	lcl	,	and	between	/ow/	and	luwl	is	lul	.	This	leaves	only	the	position	of	/e/	(and	its	variant	larl;	see	note	on	p.	5)	to	be	determined.	The	vowel	/a/	is	the	sound	English-speaking	persons	produce	when	their	speech	organs	are	relaxed	and	in	a	neutral	position.	It	is
the	sound	they	make	when	they	do	not	quite	know	what	they	are	going	to	say	and	are	How	shall	I	say	it?	looking	for	the	right	words:	"It's	not	that.	Uh-h-h	.	Uh-h-h	.	."	For	reasons	that	will	be	explained	in	the	next	lesson,	/e/	is	also	the	most	frequently	heard	of	all	the	English	vowels;	you	will	need	to	recognize	and	make	it	about	as	often	as	all	the	other
vowels	except	/t/	combined.	It	is	the	typical	vowel	that,	more	than	any	other	sound,	distinguishes	English	from	many	other	languages.	Since	it	is	neither	a	front	nor	a	back	vowel,	neither	as	close	as	/iyl	nor	as	open	as	lal,	it	is	placed	in	a	central	position	on	the	vowel	chart.	In	the	combination	/erl,	as	in	bird	lbardl	,	/e/	begins	in	the	usual	position,	but
then	immediately	moves	toward	the	back	of	the	mouth	as	it	blends	into	the	complex	/r/	sound	that	follows.	Lesson	l0	describes	the	formation	of	/r/	in	detail.	The	chart,	with	each	of	the	eleven	vowels	of	American	English	in	its	place,	would	appear	as	in	Figure	3.	When	a	student	of	English	mispronounces	the	vowel	in	a	word,	what	he	lll.	13	Exercises
Front	(boot)	ey	(pct)	(but)	(boat)	e	(bought)	Figure	3.	The	vowels	of	American	English	or	she	usually	does	is	to	substitute	for	the	eorrect	sound	another	sound	very	close	to	it.	In	other	words,	if	you	mispronounce	the	/r/	of	bit,	you	will	probably	say	beat	/biyV.	Usually	/c/	is	confused	with	either	lal	or	lowl	,	the	sounds	that	appear	on	either	side	of	it	in	the
diagram;	/a/	is	confused	with	lel	and	lal;	lel	with	/eyl	and	lal	,	and	so	on	and	so	on.	Because	of	the	position	of	the	speech	organs	when	it	is	made,	lal	may	easily	be	mistaken	for	any	of	the	other	ten	vowel	sounds.	Notice	that	a	word	containing	the	sound	appears	in	parentheses	beside	each	symbol	on	the	diagram.	The	only	difference	between	the
pronunciation	of	boot	and	but	is	the	difference	between	/uw/	and	lal	.	That	is	to	say,	the	very	meaning	of	the	word	depends	on	the	quality	of	the	vowel.	If	you	wish	to	understand	and	be	understood	in	English,	you	must	be	able	to	distinguish	and	make	the	distinction	among	the	vowel	sounds	with	great	accuracy.	There	are	three	vowel	sounds	in	English
that	are	not	included	in	the	vowel	chart	in	Figure	3,	since	their	high	degree	of	diphthongization	puts	them	in	a	separate	class	from	other	vowel	sounds.	These	are	the	diphthongs	layl	,	lawl,	and	lcyl	,	that	appear	in	the	words	buy,	bough,	and	boy.	Most	students	seem	to	have	little	or	no	difficulty	in	learning	to	pronounce	them.	Pronounce	the	diphthong
/ay/	,	noticing	how	much	the	jaw	moves.	Pronounce	/aw/	and	/cyl.	Notice	how	the	jaw	moves	from	an	open	position	to	a	more	closed	position	during	the	pronunciation	of	these	diphthongs.	lll.	Exercises	A.	Pronounce	the	ten	vowel	sounds	around	the	edge	of	the	vowel	chart	(Figure	3)	several	times	in	order,	beginning	first	with	/iy/,	then	with	/uwi,	and
note	carefully	14	Classification	of	Vowels	how	the	speech	organs	move	in	regular	progression	as	you	pass	from	one	symbol	to	another.	B.	Leam	to	draw	the	vowel	chart	and	to	locate	the	eleven	svmbols	on	it.	C	l.	Phoneticians	speak	of	"front	vowels,"	"central	vowels,"	and	"back	vowels."	Judging	by	the	arrangement	of	the	vowels	on	the	chart,	which
vowels	would	fall	into	each	of	the	three	groups?	lcl	"open	o"	and	/ow/	"close	Which	is	more	open,	/ow/	or	lal?	lxl	or	lnl?	2.	We	sometimes	call	o."	Can	you	explain	why?	that	a	fellow	student	pronounces	it	as	lrytl	instead	of	lyt/.	In	order	to	help	him	produce	the	correct	sound,	what	would	you	tell	him	to	do	with	his	jaw,	his	tongue,	and	his	lips?	What	would
you	tell	him	to	do	in	order	to	change	/guwd/	to	lgudl2	lg2V	to	I	ggU?	J.	Suppose	D.	Make	a	vowel	chart	and	number	the	symbols	on	it	around	the	edge	of	the	chart	from	I	to	lO:	liyl	l,	fil	2,	leyl	3,	and	so	on.	Number	the	symbol	/e/	11.	Your	teacher	will	pronounce	several	different	vowel	sounds;	see	if	you	can	identify	each	by	giving	the	number	of	the
symbol	that	represents	it.	If	you	fail	to	identify	a	vowel	correctly,	note	on	the	diagram	the	location	of	the	sound	you	thought	you	heard	with	relation	to	the	sound	the	teacher	actually	pronounced.	E.	Pronounce	these	very	common	words,	and	write	them	as	they	are	usually	spelled	in	Enslish.	1.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	1.	8.	F.	laef	haws	yler	sc	rak	seym	wiyk	layk	9.
t5eyndZ	10.	dIs	l	l.	Sowz	12.	wens	I	3.	lcr10	14.	luk	15.	lek	16.	muwv	17.	hweer	18.	0r0	19.	dLty	20.	lardL	21.	put	22.	eyt	23.	Orow	24.	klak	25.	26.	kam	27.	keler	28.	erh	29.	WIMIN	30.	byuwtrful	31.	kampant	32.	5d"t	pliyz	Can	you	read	these	phrases?	l.	2.	3.	4.	hiyezfinr5t	ayavdentt,	wiykonswtm	iyntesTy	5.	6.	7.	8.	9.	6eykSmeng6w	Siyezherdrt
hiyken6nsar	hirdtag6t	10.	wiy5udtriylt	I	l.	6eyiytanr5n	anSrtuiyt	12.	iygertaptly"	ilt.	G.	15	Exercises	l.	Listen	while	your	teacher	pronounces	the	following	groups	of	words.	They	are	all	among	the	five	hundred	most	frequently	used	in	the	English	language,	so	you	are	probably	already	familiar	with	their	pronunciation.	In	each	group,	four	words	have	the
same	vowel	sound,	and	one	has	a	different	vowel	sound.	Draw	a	line	under	the	word	that	does	not	belong	with	the	group,	and	write	the	symbol	that	represents	the	sound	the	other	four	have	in	common.	a.	piece,	sleep,	each,	bread,	she	b.	sit,	if,	first,	him,	quick	plain,	death,	they,	great,	name	d.	learn,	friend,	left,	head,	next	e.	add,	back,	have,	warm,
laugh	f.	rock,	got,	stop,	cod,	law	g	talk,	thought,	draw,	off,	both	h.	close,	though,	lost,	road,	most	book,	full,	put,	food,	should	2.	H.	J.	wood,	blue,	two,	move,	do	k.	does,	foot,	up,	son,	run	l.	serve,	bird,	work,	north,	burn	Pronounce	the	groups	of	words	above,	making	a	clear	distinction	between	the	one	word	that	has	a	different	vowel	sound	and	the	other
four	words.	Divide	a	sheet	of	paper	into	15	columns,	and	write	one	of	the	following	symbols	at	the	top	of	each	column:	iy,	I,	ey,	e,	&,	a,	c,	ow,	u,	uw,	e,	et,	ay,	aw,	3y.	Classify	the	following	words	under	the	symbol	that	represents	their	vowel	sound.	If	necessary,	your	instructor	will	pronounce	the	words	for	you.	Or	ask	a	friend	who	is	a	native	speaker	of
English	to	pronounce	them	for	you.	Exercises	H	and	I	could	well	be	carried	out	with	the	students	divided	into	small	groups	for	discussion	and	drill	among	themselves.	16	Classification	of	Vowels	l.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	7.	8.	9.	26.	wish	27.	say	28.	so	29.	those	30.	high	31.	rain	32.	month	33.	mean	34.	school	35.	best	36.	would	37.	voice	38.	since	39.	glad	40.	said
41.	out	42.	love	43.	put	44.	point	45.	were	46.	come	47.	not	48.	true	49.	pass	50.	war	with	ten	strong	watch	south	late	bring	good	gold	10.	up	11.	box	12.	seem	13.	wide	14.	off	15.	arm	16.	fall	17.	stand	18.	bridge	19.	through	20.	down	2r.	light	22.	street	23.	dead	24.	work	25.	look	51.	friend	52.	warm	53.	done	54.	great	55.	bone	56.	win	57.	book	58.
law	59.	act	60.	five	61.	heart	62.	seize	63.	mouth	64.	raise	65.	cost	66.	fence	67.	some	68.	foot	69.	lip	70.	soon	71.	have	72.	touch	73.	could	74.	she	75.	wing	76.	front	77.	crowd	78.	laugh	79.	God	80.	boy	81.	who	82.	they	83.	miss	84.	move	85.	full	86.	wild	87	.	kept	88.	this	89.	her	90.	car	91.	corn	92.	stop	93.	please	94.	talk	95.	cap	96.	church	9'l	.	most
98.	girl	99.	bread	100.	give	of	the	columns	of	words	you	made	in	doing	Exercise	H,	in	order	to	be	sure	that	all	the	words	you	classified	together	have	the	same	vowel	sound.	I.	Pronounce	each	J.	The	following	represent	short	conversations	between	two	people.	Practice	reading	them	with	another	student,	making	them	sound	as	natural	as	you	can.	1.	a.
hawirrye	fayn,	Oegks	t	2.	a.	aryeredl	b.	ycs,	letsgow	,,	3.	a.	hwcararyagowl4	b.	tue-i*ut,	duyawinak5m	at	a.	t	y6s,	aydlayktu	17	Exercises	4.	a.	ha15w	b.	hal6w,	a.	n6w,	tt	6rr6la,	Siyznitn6*-ni*	meyayt6ykem6srdZ	b.	n6w,	064ks	aylkclb6kl6yter	[email	protected]	O	Unstressed	Vowels	l.	The	lmportance	of	Stress	We	put	stress	on	a	syllable	when	we
pronounce	it	with	such	emphasis	as	to	give	it	more	importance	than	the	surrounding	syllables	and	make	it	stand	out	among	them:	for,example,	the	com-	of	comfortable	l,	or	the	-ter^-i!l	*.>gq	-'-y	H--^>'	E	@E-	-=	o	q)	o	g	P	o	a	C)	P	c.)	o\	o>	|	(D	ctt	c	E	o	O.	>r	bo=	CL	a	(J	o	a0	,,	>rl	cgl	c)l	-:	c.i	d	cqI	l+	l+	q	q	1i	ekl	atE	qEl	tl)	a	L	a()	ol	OI	0)l	\o	F-	od
A>\	aGt	xx	ztr	oE)	=,?	aC)	Bl	6	(l)l	lDl	+	o9-l	o9	3€€	223	o	a)	F	I	B	E>|	(D	$	e	9E	:\	()-	v>r	U	.o	o	C.)	to	H	k	H	o	0)	q)	i	o	\o	q)6	()	o	I	(.)	o	q)	(D	q	C)	o	k	o	=o	X6	f	(D	\	(.)	o	q)	(J	(,)	,!	>	F	o	(J	()	C)	o	k	\(D	X	H>	Ro	9.t	I	--J	o	ro	>.F	Qcq>,	()'F	o=	15	{"	L.D	(J	{)	o	q>	-o	!?5	k	o	c.)	N	o	(.)	{J	bo	C)	!?B	XJ4	()	o	(D	'6h	)y	q'd	!>\	>	.10	o	J	(.)	'6	0)H	jF.	>ro	tt	bo	ilg	>'
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xxx	dl	$	t6	rn	s	16	\o	s*	t$	l+	kl	!	I	,Y	c)cg	r	0)	.9F	d)O	ol	od	s*	^l	s	j	r.}	c)	H	C)	ol	Jra)	t(	227	-:	.P	do	+<	bI)	..\D	6<	ir	3	r{	t6	trbo	€-r	()	(J	e=	S\xNE-.	B	-.	>r>	@t	()	E	if	{;	d	€iE"EE=*r=	EI	:E3E;qi35:	;i;;:iiigE	i;5€	3;	F	8	E	€	ai=:€a€it;	l!9EE=;"E;i	ieE;€:€ie:	eFEe€Ei;E:	iE€E	Bg€E€!	:	ai	\	>.	o	o	=:	>.	p>	>N	\o>'	lr	o	>'	v	C)	>|	o	>:>|	oo	>.	o	)(a	o	k	J,	=*
>\tr	H*	-N	>.	c)	^E	E(D	!D	-O	p	=!	€	.	E	J	8=	:Y	B	p	ii,	--5Q	Ei!	-	O	xH	h	Q	(D6	5'	.	.\	5	s>,	ttr	>,oq	i>|	>i	>.	F\	*AE\Gl	cd	-'	>'5	DA	o	g	>,	B	(D	q	bo	U	!	HI	b0	,,	q,l	,o	P	a	aO	Bl	>,1	JI	*l	6i	c.;	*	*	rn	ra)	+	ra)	,a;	la)	\o	ra)	>,1	tn	*	228	Regular	and	lrregular	Spellings	sent	vowel	sounds	with	some	degree	of	regularity.	Letter	combinations	for	which	the	few
examples	that	can	be	found	are	pronounced	in	various	ways,	such	as	the	fi	in	fruir	and	the	ua	in	guard,	are	not	included.	The	items	marked	with	an	asterisk	represent	elements	of	regularity	that	were	not	discussed	in	Lesson	17	and	that	should	therefore	be	studied	with	particular	care	in	this	lesson.	The	third	column	in	the	table	provides	examples	of
words	in	which	the	vowel	letters	in	the	combinations	listed	in	the	first	column	are	pronounced	as	shown	in	the	second	column.	The	fourth	column	lists	common	exceptions,	words	in	which	the	vowel	letters	look	as	though	they	should	be	pronounced	as	shown	in	the	second	column	but	are	actually	not	so	pronounced.	The	words	listed	as	exceptions	are
divided	by	semicolons	into	groups,	according	to	the	vowel	sounds	with	which	they	are	actually	pronounced.	Unfortunately,	in	a	few	cases	the	total	number	of	exceptions	is	almost	as	large	as	the	number	of	examples.	Approximately	500	words	are	listed	either	as	examples	or	as	exceptions.	Most	of	these	500	are	among	the	1,000	most	commonly	used
English	words	as	identified	in	frequency	counts	such	as	E.	L.	Thorndike's	The	Teacher's	Word	Book.	Words	that	contain	none	of	the	57	letter	combinations	are	not	included	in	the	table:	examples	would	be	people	lpiypaV	and	build	/bteld/.	Function	words,	usually	heard	in	their	reduced	form	(are	for	example),	have	been	transcribed	only	in	their
stressed	form	(/arl);	their	pronunciation	when	unstressed	(/erl)	has,	of	course,	been	discussed	in	previous	lessons.	You	are	not	expected	to	memorize	the	table.	The	exercises	at	the	end	of	the	lesson	will	help	you	to	become	familiar	with	it,	and	you	may	wish	to	refer	to	it	later.	It	should	be	a	resource	to	you	in	your	efforts	to	avoid	that	type	of	vowel
substitution	which	is	caused	by	the	way	in	which	a	word	is	spelled.	lll.	Exercises	A.	l.	2.	Add	new	examples	of	your	own	to	illustrate	as	many	as	you	can	of	the	letter	combinations	in	the	preceding	table.	57	Each	of	the	following	words	is	an	example	of	one	of	the	57	combinations.	Give	the	number	of	the	combination	illustrated	by	each	word.	a.	b.	c.	d.	e.
set	c	l-	cool	hid	g.	b'	oats	h.	fold	melt	call	i.	peer	fare	j.	shield	k.	lawn	l.	hat	m.	fill	n.	cede	o.	name	lll.	229	Exercises	p.	q.	r.	s.	t.	u.	v.	prerce	seal	ale	stew	toil	rain	farm	freight	cute	peel	search	w.	ry.rd	srncere	pair	x.	B.	y.	thtud	z.	boss	dec6ive	spread	such	meet	may	You	are	probably	not	familiar	with	many	of	the	following	rather	rare	words,	but	these
are	the	kind	of	words	whose	pronunciation	you	may	want	to	try	to	figure	out	while	doing	your	reading.	The	pronunciation	of	the	stressed	vowels	in	all	of	them	is	regularly	spelled	according	to	the	table.	How	should	each	be	pronounced?	Remember	that	the	table	does	not	refer	to	unstressed	vowels;	you	should	already	be	thoroughly	familiar	with	the
sounds	normally	given	to	unstressed	vowels.	(See	Lesson	3.)	l.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	7.	8.	g.	10.	1l.	12.	13.	14.	15.	16.	17.	C.	blind	ll.	lean	nm.	crook	nn.	five	oo.	caught	pp.	not	qq.	near	rr.	fourth	ss.	verse	tt.	piece	uu.	nail	w.	store	'uaAu"y	sparse	scald	smalt	taut	paunch	abele	subv6ne	abst6rge	w!	mercurate	sere	delve	tread	streak	earl	yearn	18.	hearse	19.	weald
20.	blear	21.	drear	22.	veer	23.	deign	24.	skein	25.	ask6w	26.	abeyance	27.	wince	28.	tithe	29.	hind	30.	rind	31.	besmirch	32.	dirge	33.	filch	34.	fieze	35.	fiend	36.	wield	37.	tier	38.	vizier	39.	stooge	40.	41.	42.	43.	44.	45.	46.	47.	48.	49.	50.	5l.	cal5te	loft	thong	wold	b5lster	rook	bourn	slouch	pounce	bulge	spume	rebrike	The	words	below	all	contain
letter	combinations	that	are	included	in	our	table.	None	of	the	words,	however,	is	actually	pronounced	in	the	way	indicated	by	its	spelling.	Each	of	them	could	therefore	be	listed	in	the	fourth	column	as	an	exception.	Be	sure	you	know	how	the	stressed	vowels	of	all	the	words	are	actually	23O	Regular	and	lrregular	Spellings	pronounced,	looking	them
up	in	a	dictionary	if	necessary.	Then	tell	both	how	each	word	is	actually	pronounced	and	how	it	would	sound	if	it	were	pronounced	as	indicated	by	its	spelling.	l.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	7.	D.	pear	realm	machine	plead	bull	calm	ninth	8.	foul	9.	youth	10.	glove	I	l.	doll	lZ.	swamp	13.	award	14.	aunt	15.	tough	16.	scoop	17.	Tom	18.	beard	19.	deaf	20.	key	21.	cough
According	to	our	table	some	of	the	common	words	below	are	spelled	regularly,	some	irregularly.	Pick	out	the	inegularly	spelled	words,	and	write	the	phonetic	symbols	that	represent	their	vowel	sounds.	Then	read	the	entire	list	several	times.	The	hyphens	in	some	words	of	more	than	one	syllable	mark	syllable	boundaries.	1.	do	2.	go	3.	move	4.	stove	5.
ab6ve	6.	prove	7.	love	8.	wove	9.	lose	10.	those	I	l.	whose	12.	nose	13.	none	14.	gone	15.	stone	16.	bone	ll.	done	18.	does	19.	shoes	E.	20.	foes	21.	both	22.	cloth	23.	come	24.	home	25.	some	26.	dome	27.	word	28.	lord	29.	worth	30.	north	31.	most	32.	cost	33.	post	34.	lost	35.	w5nder	36.	p5nder	,	5	t.	among	38.	long	39.	son	40.	front	41	.	moth-er	42.
both-er	43.	oth-er	44.	cov-er	45.	o-ver	46.	gov-ern	47.	clo-ver	48.	boat	49.	broad	50.	blood	51.	good	52.	food	53.	wood	54.	flood	55.	boot	56.	foot	51.	soot	American	elementary-school	teachers	sometimes	ask	pupils	who	are	just	learning	to	read	to	memorize	two	rhyming	lines:	"When	two	vowels	go	out	walking,	/the	first	one	does	the	talking."	This	verse
is	supposed	to	remind	the	children	that,	when	two	vowel	letters	are	written	together	to	form	a	digraph	such	as	ai	or	ee,	the	whole	digraph	is	given	the	long	sound	of	thefirst	of	the	two	letters.	Thus	ai	would	lll.	231	Exercises	leyl	and	ee	as	liyl.	This	would	presumably	make	it	possible	for	the	children	to	recognize	written	words	such	as	rain	andfeet.
Unfortunately,	the	verse	may	mislead	the	children.	Some	digraphs	are	not	pronounced	the	way	the	verse	says	they	should	be.	Our	table	tells	us,	for	example,	that	ai	before	1	is	pronounced	leal	and	au	is	pronounced	/cl	.	Do	you	think	it	is	wise	for	the	teachers	to	ask	their	pupils	to	remember	the	two	lines?	The	class	could	discuss	that	question.	This
would	involve	going	through	the	table	and	finding	out	how	many	of	the	digraphs	listed	there	are	regularly	pronounced	with	the	long	sound	of	their	first	vowel.	This	exercise	could	alternatively	be	done	as	a	small-group	activify.	Each	group	could	be	asked	to	examine	the	data	in	the	table,	and	then	to	report	their	conclusions	to	the	class	as	a	whole.	be
pronounced	as	F.	Early	in	this	manual	a	great	deal	of	attention	was	paid	to	rhythm	and	intonation,	because	they	may	well	be	the	basic	elements	in	learning	to	pronounce	English	understandably.	It	therefore	seems	desirable	to	return	to	those	elements	in	this	final	lesson	in	order	to	call	your	attention	once	more	to	their	importance.	The	sentences	in
each	of	the	following	groups	have	the	same	rhythm	and	intonation.	Sentence	stresses	are	marked.	Repeat	each	group	until	you	can	produce	that	particular	pattern	rapidly	and	naturally.	(This	material	is	suitable	for	taping.)	l.	,rt	a.	b.	c.	us	to	be	quret	is	unreasonable.	,,,	The	owner	is	prepared	to	redecorate	it.	,,,	I'll	help	you	with	your	coat	when	you're
ready	for	it.	,,,	you	e.	I	thrnk	he	would	be	shocked	if	asked	him	for	it.	at,	I	never	would	have	thought	you	would	gve	it	to	me.	a.	Have	you	studied	your	lessons?	b.	Does	he	speak	with	an	accent?	c.	Is	it	wrong	to	get	angry?	d.	Are	you	wrlling	to	tell	d.	2.	To	tell	tt	,,	tt	tt	me?	tt	3.	e.	Can	you	ever	beheve	it?	a.	b.	I	have	exams	in	mathematics	and	chemistry.
tt,	I	would	have	thought	it	was	a	Lrncoln	or	a	Cadillac.	c.	Was	he	identified	beforehand	or	afterward?	d.	You'll	have	to	promise	me	to	love	it	and	cherish	it.	e.	Do	you	prefer	to	have	it	toasted	or	,tt	tat	4.	trt	,,,	untoasted?	trttt	a.	With	a	new	car	and	enough	tlme	we	could	make	it.	b.	It's	,trr,	a	long	trme	since	he	left	home	for	the	crty.	Regular	and
lrregular	Spellings	232	c.	If	d.	When	the	e.	G.	you	w6n't	96,	yo.,	*ir	"*	*rit"	n6w	and	expliin	it.	6nAs	and	the	p6u""	we'll	be	hippy.	"5-"t,	There's	a	fine	cinent	of	c5ol	iit	n"-	the	window.	not	natural.In	fact,	The	intonation	patterns	as	marked	in	the	sentences	below	"re	each	sentence	represents	a	type	of	"intonation	error"	often	made	by	students.	What
suggestions	could	you	make	to	help	a	person	who	used	such	patterns	improve	his	speech?	l.	How	arelilou,	Mr.	Witti'ams?	2.	It's	a	beautitutBqy,	isi-li-tt	3.	4.	How	are	youlGiiiF[]G6ilIiF	6.	N!1.|Tmb-fq-Ue!%	but	I	don't	see	Mrs.lTho-Eas.	8.	H.	It's	the	center	ofl6Elthoughts,	otilbgp	RBFLECTIONS	ON	ENGLISH	SPELLING	I	take	it	you	already	know	Of
tough	and	bough	and	cough	and	dough?	Others	may	stumble	but	not	you,	On	hiccough,	thorough,	laugh,	and	through.	Well	done!	And	now	you	wish,	perhaps,	To	learn	of	less	familiar	traps?	lll.	233	Exercises	Beware	of	heard,	a	dreadful	word	That	looks	lke	beard	and	sounds	hke	bird,	And	dead:	it's	read	like	bed,	not	beadFor	goodness'	sake	don't	call	it
"deed"!	Watch	out	for	meal	and	great	and	threat.	(They	rhyme	with	sweet	ard	stoight	and	debt.)	A	moth	is	not	a	moth	in	mother.	Nor	borh	in	bother.	broth	in	brother.	And	here	is	not	a	match	for	there	Nor	dear	andfear	for	bear	and	pear.	And	then	there's	dose	and	rose	and	loseJust	look	them	up-and	goose	and	choose,	And	cork	and	work	and	card	and
ward,	And	font	and	front	and	word	ard	sword,	And	do	and	go	and	thwart	and	cart-	Come,	come,	I've	hardly	made	a	start!	A	dreadful	language?	Man	alive,	I'd	mastered	it	when	I	was	five!	The	above	verses'	express	well	the	frustration	many	speakers	of	English	feel	in	regard	to	the	way	the	language	is	spelled.	This	material	can	be	quite	useful	to
students,	however,	in	familiarizing	themselves	with	some	of	the	most	common	and	irritating	inconsistencies	in	the	spelling	system.	The	following	activities	are	suggested	as	ways	of	learning	something	from	"Reflections	on	English	Spelling."	l.	2.	The	teacher	can	read	the	material	and	have	the	students	repeat	it	after	him	or	her	line	by	line.	The	verses,
or	a	part	of	them,	can	be	given	as	a	dictation	with	books	closed.	3.	The	class	can	be	divided	into	two	teams	for	a	contest.	Individual	team	members	could	take	turns	in	reading	one	line	each.	A	point	could	be	scored	by	a	team	each	time	a	member	of	it	read	a	line	and	pronounced	all	the	italicized	words	in	it	correctly.	3We	have	been	unable	to	identify
the	author	of	the	verses	definitely	or	to	find	a	copy	of	the	complete	selection	in	print.	Dwight	Bolinger	published	part	of	the	material	in	the	second	edition	of	his	Aspecrs	of	Language	(Harcourt,	Brace	and	World,	1975).	He	said	the	verses	were	written	by	Richard	Krogh,	whom	he	did	not	further	identify.	The	longer	and	somewhat	different	version	that
we	have	included	here	has	been	circulated	among	graduate	students	at	the	University	of	California,	in	mimeographed	form,	and	signed	with	the	initials	T.	S.	W.	STUDENT'S	NAME	COURSE	AND	SECTION	DATE	OF	RECORDING	Accent	Inventory	(Copy	2)	To	the	Student	This	"Inventory"	is	to	be	used,	preferably	at	the	very	beginning	of	the	English
course,	so	that	you	may	have	constantly	at	hand	a	diagnosis	of	the	elements	of	foreign	"accent"	in	your	own	individual	speech.	First,	your	voice	will	be	recorded	as	you	read	the	"Diagnostic	Passage"	on	the	next	page.	The	reading	should	be	done	at	normal	speed,	in	a	matter-of-fact	tone,	without	unusual	care	in	pronunciation;	in	other	words,	it	should
sound	as	much	like	natural	conversation	as	possible.	Then	the	instructor	will	listen	to	the	recording	many	times,	and	make	an	analysis,	on	the	following	pages,	of	your	speech	difficulties.	These	pages	will	serve	as	a	guide	to	the	sections	of	the	Manual	that	are	of	most	importance	to	you,	and	show	just	what	phases	of	English	pronunciation	should	be	of
most	concern	to	you.	The	"Inventory"	may	be	used	again	at	the	end	of	the	course	to	measure	you	have	made.	progress	the	SUGGESTED	KEY	TO	CORRECTIONS	Phonetic	symbols	immediately	under	word:	what	you	should	have	said.	Second	line	of	phonetic	symbols	under	word:	mispronunciation	in	your	speech.	'	(')	Over	a	syllable	or	word:	you	left	this
unstressed;	it	should	be	stressed.	over	a	syllable	or	word:	you	stressed	this;	it	should	be	unstressed.	Black	line:	normal	intonation.	Colored	line:	your	incorrect	intonation.	i	unnatural	pause	you	made.	235	Accent	Inventory	236	Diagnostic	Passage	(1)	When	a	student	from	another	country	comes	to	study	in	the	United	States,	he	has	to	find	out	for
himself	the	answers	to	many	questions,-and	he	has	many	problems	to	think	about.	(2)	Where	should	he	live?	(3)	Would	it	be	better	off	campus	or	if	he	looked	for	a	private	room	if	he	stayed	in	a	dormitory?	(4)	Should	he	spend	all	of	his	time	just	studying?	(5)	Shouldn't	he	try	to	take	advantage	of	the	many	social	and	cultural	activities	which	are	offered?
(6)	At	first	it	is	not	easy	for	him	to	be	casual	in	dress,	informal	in	manner,	and	Accent	lnventory	237	confident	in	speech.	(7)	Little	by	little	he	learns	what	kind	of	clothing	is	usually	worn	here	to	be	casually	dressed	for	classes.	(8)	He	also	learns	to	choose	the	language	and	customs	that	are	appropriate	for	informal	situations.	(9)	Finally	he	begins	to	feel
sure	of	himself.	(10)	But	let	me	tell	you,	my	friend,	this	long-awaited	feeling	doesn't	develop	suddenly,	does	this	takes	will	power.	it.	(11)	All	of	238	Accent	Inventory	Check	List	of	Problems	I.	STRESS	AND	RHYTHM	A.	B.	Stress	on	wrong	syllable	-	Section	of	words	of	more	than	one	syllable.	(See	lrsson	3,	III,	of	manual.)	Misplaced	stress	on	nominal
compounds.	(L.	4,	S.	II.)	II.)	C.	D.	-	Misplaced	stress	on	two-word	verbs.	(L.	4,	S.	E.	F.	-	Improper	division	of	sentences	into	thought	groups.	(L.	4,	S.	IV.)	-	Other	improper	sentence	stress.	(L.	4,	S.	II.)	Failure	to	blend	well,	to	make	smooth	transitions	between	words	or	syllables.	l.	2.	3.	-	Improper	insertion	of	/e/	to	break	up	difficult	combinations	of
consonants.	(L.	4,	S.	IV;	L.	15,	S.	I.)	Insertion	of	/a/	before	initial	q	followed	by	a	consonant.	(L.	15,	s.	m.)	Unnatural	insertion	of	glottal	stop.	(L.4,	S.	IV.)	II.	INTONATION	A.	Unnatural	intonation	at	end	of	statements.	(L.	5,	S.	m.)	B.	C.	D.	E.	F.	G.	H.	-	.-In	wh-questions.	(L.	5,	S.	m.)	In	yes-no	questions.	(L.	6,	S.	I.)	In	series.	(L.	6,	S.	II.)	In	questions	with
two	alternatives.	(L.	6,	S.	II.)	In	direct	address.	(L.	6,	S.	[.)	In	tag	questions.	(L.	6,	S.	II.)	In	other	cases.	ilt.	vowEls	A.	-	B.	C.	D.	-	Failure	to	obscure	unstressed	vowels	in	words	of	more	than	one	syllable.	(L.	3,	S.	il.)	Failure	to	obscure	the	vowels	of	unstressed	words.	(L.	4,	S.	II	and	Failure	to	lengthen	stressed	vowels	before	final	voiced	consonants.	(L.	9,
S.	il.)	Substitution	of	an	improper	vowel	sound.	(L.	2;	ll;	12;	17;	18.)	III.)	Accent	lnventory	l.	2.	-	3.	4.	--	239	for	liyl.	for	|il.	5.	6.	for	leyl.	for	lel.	7.	8.	-	for	for	-	lal.	la/.	for	/oW.	-forlcl.	-	9.	10.	11.	12.	for	lul.	13.	for	for	/uw/.	14.	15.	for	-for	for	for	larl	.	16.	-forlel.	-	-	layl.	lavrl	/yuw/.	tv.	coNsoNANTs	A.	Substitutions	due	to	improper	voicing.	-	l.	lpl	for	lbl.	ltl
for	ld/.	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	(L.	8,	S.	I.)	16l	for	/01.	lfl	for	lvl.	lsl	for	lzl.	lzl	for	lsl.	9.	10.	11.	l{l	for	lLl.	ltll	for	ldL.l.	-	Others.	-	lW	for	lgl.	7.	-	l0l	for	16/.	8.	due	to	other	causes,	Substitutions	-	especially	improper	point	of	articulation.	-	B.	-	lrl	-	for	lll.	(L.	lU	for	lrl.	(L.	ldl.	(L.	ld/	for	t6l.	(L.	lzl	for	/6/.	(L.	ltl	for	/0/.	(L.	lsl	for	l0l.	(L.	ldZl	for	lyl.	(L.	lyl	for	ldLl.	(L.	16l	for
lZl	for	ldLl.	(L.	l3l	for	/t5/.	(L.	lvl	for	lbl.	(L.	lbl	for	lvl.	(L.	lwl	for	lvl.	(L.	lvlfor	/w/.	(L.	lvlfor	/hw/.	(L.	lpl	for	lfl.	(L.	lhwl	for	lfl.	(L.	lgl	for	lnl.	(L.	ln/	for	lr1/.	(L.	lnl	for	lm/.	(L.	Others.	.	lcl.	24O	Accent	Inventory	Improper	point	of	articulation,	resulting	in	abnormal	sound	but	not	substitu-	C.	-	tion.	l.	_	tdt.	(L.8,	s.	ilr.)	_	ttt.	(L.8,	S.	[r.)	/r/.	(L.10,	S.	I.)	2.	3.	4.	-
Others.	-	Insufficient	aspiration	of	initial	voiceless	consonants.	(L.	9,	S.	I.)	D.	E.	F.	-	Excessive	aspiration	of	final	stops	and	voiced	continuants.	G.	Improper	addition	of	a	consonant.	-	Excessive	aspiration	l.	(L.	9,	S.	III.)	of	"/dflike"	medial	ltl.	(L.	9,	S.	I.)	/gk/	for	lnl.	(L.	14,	S.	il.)	lgwl	for	lwl.	(L.	14,	S.	I.)	-	/h/	inserted.	(L.	14,	S.	IV.)	-	Others.	or	omission	of	a
consonant.	Slighting	l.	_	lht.	(L.	14,	s.	IV.)	2.	3.	4.	H.	-	2.	3.	4.	5.	6.	_	_	lst.	(L.	8,	S.	V.)	tzt.	(L.8,	S.	V.)	ttt.	(L.8,	S.	IV.)	tdt.	(L.8,	s.	IV.)	Others.	V.	VOWELS	AND	CONSONANTS	A.	B.	C.	-	Confusion	between	the	three	usual	ways	of	pronouncing	the	-ed	ending.	(L.	8,	S.	IV.)	Confusion	between	the	three	usual	ways	of	pronouncing	the	-s	ending.	Syllabic
consonants.	-	l.	2.	D.	(L.	8,	S.V.)	-	(L.	10,	S.	il.)	Failure	to	pronounce	the	preceding	consonant	(for	example,	/wunt/	for	/wudnV).	Insertion	of	lal	(for	example,	/wudenV	for	/wudnV).	Failure	-	to	insert	/e/	between	a	front	vowel	and	VI.	GENERAL	COMMENTS	lll	or	lrl.	(L.	10,	S.	II.)	lndex	lal,	10,	ll,	13,	128,	136,	137,2O7,	210,	212,	213	4,	long	and	short
sounds	of,	a,34-35,	189	20'/	,	2O8,	210,	2l	|	,	Accent	(see	Stress)	Address,	direct,	and	intonation,	65,	Adjectives,	ending	in	-ed,	95	and	lexical	intonation,	78	82	and	stress,	22-23,31,32,34	Adverbs,	-ed	in,95	and	lexical	intonation,	78	and	stress,	3l,	32-33	lel,ll,12,13,128,207,210,211,212	le	al,	116	Affricate,	150	Alternatives	with	or,	64-65,82	an,189	and,
seies	with,	63-64,	82	Arabic,37,	ll5,	159	Articles,	31,	34-35,	189	Asian	languages,	1	13	Aspiration,	at	beginning	of	words,	l0l-102	and	end	of	words,	104-105	of	medial	consonants,	102-103	symbol	for,	7,	102	Assimilation,	190,	l95,2ll	-ate,	and	stress,	22-23	Austronesian	languages,	16l	lawl,	13,	114	layl,	13,	ll4,	2O7,	209,	212	|b|,91,92,93,	l0l,	ll7n,	159-
160	212	Comparisons,	and	intonation,	6l-62,	64,	81	Compound	expressions,	2l	,	31n,	32,	44	Conjunctions,	and	stress,	32,	35	Consonant(s),	aspirated,	l0l-103,	104-105	classification	of,	90-93	continuants,92,1O4,1O5,117n,	16l	final,	103-105	initial,	l0l-102	medial,	102-103	nasal,	161-162,	163	omission	of,	182	oral,16l,162	pairs,	9l	in	phonetic	alphabet,4
point	of	articulation	of,	92-93	sibilants,92	stops,	92,	l0l,	105,	I	l7n	substitutions,	148-l'72	syllabic,	7,	ll7-l	18,	189-190	voiced,	90*91,	94,96,	lO2,	103,	104,	105,	I	voiceless,	90-91,	95,	96,	102,	103,	105	14	Consonant	clusters,	173-188,	198-199	in	final	position,	l'7'7-181	initial,	beginningwith	lsl,	171	in	initial	position,	175-177	making	more	pronounceable,
l8l-182	Content	words,	3l,32,	33,	34,	6l	Continuants,	92,	104,	105,	I	l7n,	16l	Contractions,	198	Contradiction	of	idea,	and	focus,	77-78	Contrasts,andintonation,	6l-62,64,81	tb,	pt,	9l	Blending,inthoughtgroups,3T	British	English,	ll4,	l2'1,138,	160,	194,197	1d1,92,93,94,117,	l18,149	9,8	can,35-36	Danish,	37	Central	European	languages,	159	Chinese,
'75,	115,	163,	176,	l7-1	Coaxing,	and	intonation,	T9	Colon,	and	intonation	pattern,62	to	show	lengthened	vowels,	103	Commands,	and	intonation,	49,	8l	tdl-hke	/tl,103,	td,	tt,	9t,	94	ll8,	190,	195	Demonstratives,3l,35,61	Determination,	and	intonation,	79	Digraphs,	220,228	Diphthongization,	10,	13,	47-48,	104,	12'7-128,	138,	139	Diphthongs,	centering,
6,116-11'7	before	/l/	or	lrl	,	6,	I	16-l	17	241	242	Index	Dipthongs	(cozr.)	long	vowel	sounds	as,	208	in	phonetic	alphabet,6	tdLt	,	8,	150-t5t,	r97	-ic.	and	stress.	23	ldL,	t(l,	9l	Insertion,	190-l9l	Interrogatives,	31,	49-50,	6l	Intonation,	44-89	-ical,	-ing,	199	e,	long	and	short	sounds	of,	207,	2O9-2lO,2ll,	alternate	pattems	in,	45,	6l	and	focus.	75-78.	83	and
grammatical	meaning,	48-49,	60,	61-62	inventory	of	pattems	of,	80-83	212,2r9	leel,	116,	212	tet,	ll,	12,	13,	128,	leel,	116,	212	tat,5n,	ll,	2r2	2O7,	2O9-21O,	12,	13,	116-117,	ll8,	139-140,207,	210	for	a,	34	insertion	of,	6,	and	stress,	23	Imitation.	1.2	I	16-1	17	lexical	(emotional),	60,	62,78-80	marking	system	for,	45-46	nonfinal.	6l-6'7.	82	rising,	58-74,
76,	81,	82,	83	in	unstressed	syllable,	19-20,22,	34	larl,5n,	12,	140	rising-falling,	46-57,	62,	63-64,	65,	76,	81,	82,	la(ar)l,	212,	213	and	sentence-stress,	44,	47-49,59	East,	ll4,2l2n	-ed,94-95,	-es,	95,	96	teyt,	10,	tft	83	I	Iranian,	177	Irony,	and	intonation,	79	180	l,	13,	35,	t2'l-128,	207,	,92,	tM,	105,	2r0,	212	161	Feminine	speech,	78-79	Focus,	and
intonation,	75-78,83	Force,	and	intonation,	75	French,	3,	4,	5,	6,	29,75,8On,92,	ll3,	I	15,	125,	149,	Function	words,	3l-32,	34-36,	l9l-193	t&	Italian,28,	105,	l15,	164	-iry,	and	stress,	23	tiyt,	lO,	ll,	13,	126,	127	j,8	Japanese,	182	/g,	W,9l	German,	3,	4,	5,	6,	37,8On,	91,	lO2,	163,	174	Glide(s),	10,	ll3-114	centering,	116-117	Glottal	stop,	7,	37	-graphy,	and
stress,	23	Greek,	92	lgzl,	8	8	Letters.	silent.	,	9t,	t63-t64,	165	initial,	164	!,	Hawaiian,	37	Hebrew,	92	Hindi,	37	lhwl,9l,159,	i,	160	long	and	short	sounds	of,2O7,	2O9,	210,211,	2t2-2r3,2r9	hl,	tl-12,	126-127	,	207,	209,	210,	zt3	in	unstressed	syllable,	19,20,22,	34	trdt,94,95	Iral,	116,212,	213	l-tnl,199	t-rql,	199	Irzl	,95,96	176	7	Liquids,	ll3-114,	115,	140
lrnl,	91,	92,	93,	ll7	n,	l8O	final.	16l.	8	ll8,	diphthongs	before,	6	after	front	vowels,	I	l5-l	17	vowels	before,	212-213,	219	162	final	/ni	substituted	tht	180	nt,	91,	92,	93,	113-114,	ll5-117,	149,	176,	Korean,	159,176	/kw/,	ll5,	3,4,5,6,28,	ll5,159,	16l,174,	lW,92,39,	105,	ll7n,	163,	/ks/.	t9,92,39,	ll7n,163	g,8,	163	2O7,	210,212	,	for,	162	Malayo-Polynesian
languages,	75	Meaning,	grammatical,	48-49,	ffi,6l-62,	lexical	(emotional),	60,	62,	78-80	and	pauses,	36,	37	and	stress,	32	and	weakening	of	vowels,	36	Masculine	speech,	79	lnl,	91,92,93,	ll7,	I	18,	final.	16l.	180	162	final	l4l	substituted	for,162-163	substituted	for	final	lrn/,	162	/41,	8,	91,	92,	93,	ll7n,	180	final,	16l,	162,163	/4k/	substituted	for,	163
substituted	for	final	lnl,	162-163	8l-83	243	Index	/DV,	substituted	for	l4/,	163	ng,	8	-ng,	163	Nouns,	compound,	21,	32,	48	Reduction(s)	(cont.)	words	subject	to,	34-36,	l9l-193	Requests,	and	intonation,	8l	and	intonation,	48	and	stress,	2l-23,	31,	32	Numbers,	and	stress,	2l	Russian.92.	o,	long	and	short	sounds	of,	207,	21O,	ttl	,	1l	,	12,	13,	137	,	2ll,
Rhythm,	28-31,33-34	2ll,	ts|,	90,	91,	92,	93,	95,96,	103-104,	105,	197,	198	initial	consonant	clusters	beginning	with,	177	213	21,2,	213	lcyl	,	13,	114	Objects,	and	intonation,	48	Obscuration,	190,	191	Omission,	190,	l9l,	195,	198-199	or,	and	intonation,	64-65,	82	/oW,	10,	I	I,	114,	13'7-138,207,	210,	213	|p|,91,92,93,	l0l,	102,	105,	ll7n,	16l,	180
Palatalization,	across	word	boundaries,	196-197	Pauses,	36-37	Persuading,	and	intonation,	79	Philippine	languages,	l6l	Phonetic	alphabet,	2-9	Phonetic	markings,	T	Phonetic	syllabication,	181	Phonetic	transcription,	2,'1-8,	117	Phonotactic	rules,	173-17	4	Pilipino,	28,37,	159,	174	Poetry,	29-30	Polish,	174	Polysyllables,	and	stress,	20-23,	34
unaccented	vowels	in,	20,	34	Portuguese,164	Prefixes,	and	stress,	2l	Prepositions,	and	intonation,	48-49	and	stress,	3l	Pronouns,	and	stress,	21,	31,	32,	34,	35	Punctuation,	3'7,	67,	82	q,8	qu,	8	-Questions,	double,	64-65,	82	echo,	60,	81	and	focus,	75,76-77	with	or,	64-65	tzg	(see	Tag	questions)	wh-	(see	wft-questions)	yes-no	(see	Yes-no	questions)	trl,
12,	91,	liquid,	I,	2ll-213,	3n	trilled,	I	l5	uvular,115	Reduction(s),	of	verb	177	substituted	for.	l0l.	149	/zf	substituted	for,	l7'7	til,8,90,9t,92,93,	104,	105,	150,	15l,	196,	197	-q,95-96,	180,	189	-'s,	95,	96	-s',	95,	96	Sandhi,189-205	Scandinavian	languages,	149,	150,	Semicolon,	and	intonation,	62,	82	Sentence-stress,	28-36	17	219	and	inlonation,	44,47-49,
59	and	reduction,	193	unusual,33-34	See	a/so	Stress	Sentences,	blending	in,	37	declarative.49.	8l	pauses	in,	36-37	Series	with	and.	63-64.	82	Shifr,	46,	47,'79	Sibilants.92.96	-sion,	and	stress,	23	Slant	lines.	3n.	7	Slide.	46,	47-48,"19	Smith-Trager	system,	Soath,	ll4,2l2n	Spanish,	3,	4,	5,	3,	l8n	6,28,	29,	80n,	*	to,	195-196	1O2,	l13,	125-126,	r50,	159,
162-163,164,	t71	Spelling(s),	and	consonant	clusters,	and	phonetic	transcription,	7	problems,	125,	206-20'7	regular	and	inegular,	218-233	180	and	stressed	vowels,	220-228	and	unstressed	vowels,	20	Statements,	changing	into	yes-no	question,60	and	intonation,	49,	66,	81	Stops,92,	l0l,	105,	117n,	16l	inserted,	180-181	importance	of,	18-19	marks.	3.
18	and	one-syllable	words,	34-36	primary,	3,	18,	20,	21,22,23	secondary,	3,	18,	20,	21,22,23	sentence-	(see	Sentence-stress)	word,	18-27	198	159	and	content	words,3l,	33,	34	and	function	words,	31-32,	33,34-36	determining,	20-23	140	vowels	before,	lengthening,	Stress.	contrastive.	33	ll3-ll7,	176	diphthongs	before,	6	after	front	vowels,	I	l5-1	163
Suffixes.	and	stress.23	Swahili.	l'73.	l'14	115,	244	Index	Vowel(s)	(cozl.)	Syllabic	consonants,	T,	117-118,	189-190	Syllabic	boundaries,	and	vowel	sounds,	208-211,	long,206-217,219	omission	of,	198-199	219	in	phonetic	alphabet,	5,	6	Syllable	structure,	1?4	lrl,	92,93,94-95,	105,	I	17,	l	18,	149,	180,	197	/d/like,	103,	ll8,	190,	195	!,	2	before	/r/.	2l	l-213.
219	/r/	after	front,	I	l5-l	17	short,206-217,219	stressed,	spelling	as	indication	of	pronunciation	of,	185	148-149	t6t,8,92,93,148-149	16,91,91	Tag	questions,	32,	35,	66-67,	80n,	83	220-228	disappearing,	193-194,	lgl,8,92,93,	104,	105,	-teen,	and	stress,2l	substitutions,	125-126	and	syllable	boundaries,20S-211,219	unstressed,	l-2,	18-27	weakening	of,
2O,	34-36	,	9l,	ll4	glide,	l0	initial,	/g/	preferred	to,	-th,	180	that,35	lwl	Thought	groups,	36-37	blending	within,	37	and	intonation.	62-63,76-78	-tion,23,196-197	to,	and	reductions,	195-196	104,	105,	l5l,	197	^5/,	Two-word	sequences,	32n,	48	159	substituted	for	/hw/,	159,	160	ivl	substituted	for,	159,	160	wft-question,	and	intonation,	49-50,	60,	8l	Word
boundaries,	palatalization	across,	196-197	Word	order,	and	focus,75	Word-stress,	18-27	See	also	Stress	u,	long	and	short	sounds	of,207,21O,211,213,219	/u/,	ll,	12,	13,	138	in	unstressed	syllable,	19,20,34	1,8	/uwi,	10,	tyl	,	9l	1	I	,	I	39	lvl	,	9l	,	92,	159,	lv,	fl	,	9l	160	195-196	Verbs,	auxiliary,	and	stress,	32,	34	and	intonation,	48-49	and	stress,	2l-
23,31,32-33,34,35	two-word.	and	intonation.48-49	two-word,	and	stress,	32-33	Vowel(s),	back,	136-139	central,	139-149	classification	of,	10-17	Verb	+	to,	reduction	of,	eleven,	I	l-13	fivefundamental,	l0-ll	front,	I	l5-l	17,	125-135,	before	/l/,	2ll-213,	219	/l/	afterfront,	lengthening	ll5-l17	,	ll4,	196,	197	idzl	substituted	for,	150-15l	glide,	l0	Yes-no	question,
49n	changing	statement	into,60	double,	and	intonation,	82	focus	of,	75	and	irony,	79	and	lexical	intonation,	79	and	rising	intonation,	58-60,	64-65,	Yiddish,	8l	163	lyul,zl3	lyuvtl,207,2l0,	213	lz/,90,91,92,93,95,96,103-104,149,177,196,	137	of,	103-104	197	lz,	sl,9l,	92,	95,	96,	196	1i1,8,90,91,92,93,150,	lt,3l,91,92,96,	196	196,	197	;ilunl	,lF	lr)	f,tlERIcRH
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